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Coordinating Mineral Activities

The laws governing mineral exploration, development, and production
on Federal land have significant gaps in coverage, treat physically similar
lands or mineral deposits differently, and contain many provisions that un-
necessarily cause considerable uncertain y and cost.

Access to Federal land for mineral activity is uncertain under all the min-
eral laws. Even after access has been obtained, tenure for exploration is
highly insecure under the Mining Law, and tenure for development and pro-
duction is uncertain for all minerals under the Mining Law and for nonfuel
minerals under the mineral leasing laws.

Tenure conditions, including payment requirements, are insufficient in
themselves to assure diligent exploration and development or proper conser-
vation of mineral resources. The patchwork system of mineral laws also im-
pedes multiple-mineral exploration, development, and production.

A. Existing Laws for Different Areas and Minerals

1. Overview

Chapter 3 traced the historical development of the principal Federal onshore min-
eral laws in the context of overall Federal land policy. For more than 100 years, since
the middle of the 19th century, mineral laws have been enacted in response to various
goals, problems, and pressures. Different provisions within the same law or in differ-
ent laws were drafted for land in different States, for land acquired by different meth-
ods, for different minerals, or for different geologic configurations of the same miner-
al. The resulting collection of laws contains significant gaps in coverage, treats physi-
cally similar lands or mineral deposits differently, and otherwise makes distinctions
that are difficult to defend or apply. (See table 4. 1.)

This chapter explores the problems involved in achieving efficient and equitable
mineral activities under the existing laws, focusing almost exclusively on the mineral
activities themselves. The problems involved in coordinating mineral activities with
nonmineral activities will be left, with only a few exceptions, for discussion in chapter
5.

The three principal mineral disposal systems for onshore Federal land are the
Mining Law of 1872,1 the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 2 and related leasing laws, and
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the Surface Resources Act of 1955. ’ The distinctions among the minerals covered by
the three systems, and the problems caused by these distinctions, are discussed in the
following two subsections and in subsection F(l). The remainder of the chapter focuses
in detail on the provisions of the Mining Law and the various mineral leasing laws.

2. Leasable Versus Locatable Minerals

One of the major distinctions in the current laws is the division between those min-
erals that are leased under the mineral leasing laws and those that are located under
the Mining Law. Generally,” the fossil fuel minerals (oil, gas, coal, oil shale, native
asphalt, solid and semisolid bitumen, and bituminous rock), fertilizer and chemical
minerals (phosphate, potash, sodium and, in Louisiana and New Mexico only, sulfur),
and geothermal resources are leased, while all other uncommon-variety minerals (usu-
ally referred to as “hardrock” minerals) are located. Under the leasing laws, the Gov-
ernment retains title to the land and may allow mineral activities by private applicants
on payment of rentals and royalties. Under the Mining Law, private parties can ex-
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plore for, develop, and produce minerals on Federal land and acquire title to the land
without obtaining permission from the Government and without paying rentals or
royalties.

The division between those minerals that are generally leasable and those that
are generally locatable is more a matter of history than of geology. At the beginning of
the 20th century, all minerals other than coal were locatable under the Mining Law.
Coal was in a sense also locatable, because coal land was entered and purchased
rather than being leased. The fossil fuel, fertilizer, and chemical minerals were made
leasable in the 1920’s, primarily because of their critical importance to the Nation for
the production of energy, food, and explosives. Conservationists were concerned that
these strategic minerals might be monopolized and wasted if they remained subject to
uncontrolled disposal under the Mining Law.

Although almost all the newly leasable minerals were then being developed from
bedded deposits (e.g., coal) or pools (e.g., oil) and thus were usually easier to find than
many of the minerals that remained locatable (e. g., gold or silver in veins), this distinc-
tion does not appear to have determined which minerals were made leasable. For ex-
ample, surficial placer deposits and bedded iron deposits remained locatable.

The types of deposits being explored for and developed today offer even less sup-
port for a distinction between locatable and leasable minerals based on geologic char-
acteristics or on any associated difficulty of discovery. Table 2.5 in chapter 2 lists most
of the known mineral occurrence types (excluding geothermal steam and common-vari-
ety minerals such as limestone, common clay, and sand and gravel). These types are di-
vided into four general categories of geologic configuration —surficial, stratabound-ex-
tensive, stratabound-discrete, and discordant. The leasable minerals generally are
found in surficial or stratabound-extensive geologic configurations, but also occur in
the more-difficult-to-find stratabound-discrete and discordant geologic configura-
tions—e.g., oil and gas, trona (sodium), sulfur, and phosphate. The locatable minerals
are scattered throughout all four geologic configurations, with some (e. g., copper and
gold) occurring in all four and many others occurring in three of the four.

Thus, the distinction between leasable and locatable minerals is not necessitated
by their respective modes of occurrence. The distinction is also difficult to support on
other bases. For example, it is sometimes argued that the locatable minerals require
expensive processing and fabrication prior to ultimate use, while the leasable fuel and
fertilizer minerals do not. But many locatable minerals do not require extensive proc-
essing or fabrication, while some of the leasable minerals do for at least some of their
major actual or contemplated uses (e. g., plastics from oil and gas, or synthetic fuels
from coal and oil shale). Moreover, it is unclear why differences in processing require-
ments and costs should dictate two separate mineral disposal systems rather than, for
example, the use of net rather than gross royalties to account for the differing costs.

If there is no geologic or economic reason for the distinction between leasable and
locatable minerals, perhaps they should be combined under a single disposal system,
whether that system be a location system, a leasing system, or some other system. Two
separate systems inevitably create confusion, require more administrative machinery,
and raise coordination problems, even when there is a clear division between them.
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The problem is exacerbated when, as is the case with the locatable/leasable dis-
tinction, there is no clear division. Minerals generally occur in chemical combination,
rather than in pure form. Sodium, for example, never occurs in nature by itself, but
always in combination with some other element —e.g., sodium chloride (salt). And min-
erals, in pure or combined form, rarely occur alone but rather are found associated
with other minerals. Thus, it is often doubtful under present law whether a particular
mineral or mineral deposit is locatable or leasable. The uncertainty increases as im-
proved mineral technology makes it possible to extract valuable ores from complex
compounds and to recover valuable coproducts and byproducts from material former-
ly treated as waste.

Alunite, a hydrous potassium aluminum sulfate compound, illustrates the prob-
lems raised by compounds and associated minerals, Alunite contains both potassium, a
leasable mineral, and aluminum, a locatable mineral. Should it be treated as leasable
or locatable? The Department of the Interior has held that it is leasable because it con-
tains potassium. And, in fact, the Mineral Leasing Act provides for leasing of all
‘‘chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, berates, silicates, or nitrates” of potassium5 or sodi-
um. 6 But, granting that alunite by itself is leasable, what is the status of deposits where
alunite is associated with locatable minerals—e.g., alunite in porphyry copper depos-
its, which often contain a higher quantity of potash (in the alunite compound) than cop-
per, but are more valuable for the copper? In a similar situation, a special law, now ex-
pired, was needed to permit location of uranium associated with lignite (coal) depos-
its. 7

Similar problems have occurred recently with dawsonite, bentonites, zeolites, and
feldspars, to name but a few instances.” Such problems, which create considerable un-
certainty and litigation, or at best duplicate filings under both the Mining Law and the
Leasing Act for the same deposit, can be expected to multiply in the future. The Multi-
ple Mineral Development Actg does not solve such problems, as it is inapplicable to
leasable and locatable minerals that are so closely intermixed as to make it impossible
to extract one without extracting or substantially disturbing the other. ’()

3. Common Versus Uncommon Variety Construction Minerals

In 1955, common varieties of the so-called construction minerals—sand, stone,
gravel, pumice, pumicite, cinders, clay, and other mineral materials—were removed
from location under the Mining Law and made subject to disposal by competitive sale,
primarily to prevent locators under the Mining Law from obtaining title to Federal
land for nonmineral purposes. ” However, the distinction between common and uncom-
mon varieties of these minerals has proved difficult to apply in practice and has engen-
dered much confusion and litigation. ’z Moreover, there are times when prospecting is

’30 U.S.C, $281 ( 1976). The Act also provides for discretionary
development of similar associated sodium, magnesium, aluminum,
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needed to find common-variety minerals, and competitive sale in such instances may
be inappropriate. The distinction between common and uncommon varieties would not
be necessary if all minerals were disposed of under a system (leasing, location, or
whatever) that retained surface title in the Federal Government.

B. Obtaining Access to Federal Onshore Mineral Land

1. Government Control Over Access

One of the basic distinctions, in theory at least, between the Mining Law and the
various mineral leasing laws is that any person can at any time enter on Federal land
subject to location under the Mining Law and locate a mining claim without obtaining
permission from anyone, while access to Federal land subject to mineral leasing is at
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, who may refuse to issue a permit or
lease for practically any reason, ” or delay a decision on access for an indefinite
period.

However, until recently, the Secretary’s discretion under the mineral leasing laws
was routinely exercised in favor of mineral development. The policy of the Department
of the Interior was to issue permits and leases on request, with occasional exceptions
such as the moratoriums on issuance of coal and oil and gas permits and leases in the
early 1930’s. 15

Because of rising concern about the availability and protection of nonmineral re-
sources on Federal land, the issuance of permits and leases is no longer automatic and,
in fact, has nearly ceased for most of the leasable minerals. ’b This problem is discussed
more fully in subsection E(2) of chapter 5.

The change in public and agency attitudes and concerns has affected not only dis-
cretionary access under the leasing laws, but also the nondiscretionary right of access
under the Mining Law. As is shown below, no location under the Mining Law creates
any rights against the Government until an actual discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit has been made on the located land. Hence, almost any location under the Min-
ing Law can be nullified by withdrawing the land involved from the operation of the
Mining Law before the mineral explorer has made the required discovery, even though
substantial time and effort may have been expended staking and exploring the land.17

By 1976, the percentage of Federal land withdrawn from location under the Mining
Law was almost double that withdrawn from mineral leasing, if only normal with-
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drawals are taken into account (that is, omitting the unique situation posed by the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act). 18

Even on land not withdrawn from location under the Mining Law, access may be
blocked or subjected to lengthy delays pending environmental studies, or may be so
severely restricted as to make access impracticable, under surface use regulations
such as those adopted by the Forest Service. For example, the mining industry asserts
that the Forest Service mining regulations are so stringently enforced in wilderness
and wilderness study areas as to discourage any prospecting or development, 19 B y
1976, the amount of land highly restricted with respect to activities under the Mining
Law equaled almost 45 million acres, which was more than half the amount similarly
restricted with respect to mineral leasing. The total amount of land withdrawn or
highly restricted under the Mining Law was slightly more than that withdrawn or
highly restricted under the mineral leasing laws20 (again, omitting the unique Alaska
withdrawals). Thus, the distinction between access under the Mining Law and access
under the mineral leasing laws is not as clear in practice as it is in theory, z’

Two significant differences remain, however. First, Government inaction will suf-
fice to deny access under the leasing laws (e.g., “sitting” on an application), whereas
positive Government action ordinarily will be required to deny (cut off) access under
the Mining Law. Second, access under the Mining Law is often cut off after being ini-
tially established, rather than blocked from the start as under the leasing laws. Cutting
off access under the Mining Law may result in the waste of substantial exploration ex-
penditures. It may also occur too late to prevent significant damage to surface re-
sources (and to the personal security of private owners if private surface is involved). 22

2. Treatment of Known Mineral Areas

The Federal mineral disposal laws also differ in their treatment of known mineral
areas—areas where the character and extent of mineralization are known or can be
estimated with a reasonable degree of confidence. The Mining Law makes no distinc-
tion between known and unknown mineral areas. Mineral rights are acquired on
either type of area by the first person to locate and perfect a claim to the area. The
mineral leasing laws do distinguish between known and unknown mineral areas. Min-
eral rights for unknown mineral areas are granted to the first qualified applicant,
while mineral rights for known mineral areas are assigned through competitive bid-
ding. 23

The primary reason given for distinguishing between known and unknown miner-
al areas is revenue. When the mineralization of an area is already known, the Govern-
ment can auction off the mineral rights in order to receive maximum compensation for
the removal of its minerals. If the rights were instead given to the first applicant, he



penditure of funds or effort in exploring or developing the property. Actually, the
windfall gain would exist even if he retained the rights himself, but the unfairness of
the gain is more apparent when he immediately sells the rights that he has acquired
free of charge.

When the mineralization of the area is not known, the only thing the Government
can sell is the possibility of a mineral deposit— a possibility, in most instances, com-
parable, at best, to a 10 or 20 percent chance of successfully discovering a mineral de-
posit of unknown quality and size. ” The probabilities can be improved by auctioning
off very large tracts of land, containing several thousand square miles each, as is done
by many foreign countries. But such an approach favors the largest mineral companies
and excludes participation by smaller firms and individuals. It would not only run
counter to our traditional commitment to equal opportunity for small firms and individ-
uals, but it would also probably result in less intensive exploration of the area, be-
cause only one firm would be engaged in exploration rather than many competing
firms and individuals searching for different types and sizes of mineral occurrences.
On the other hand, without some such arrangement, there often would be few if any
bidders at an auction of an unknown mineral area. Any bids that were received ordi-
narily would be nominal, and they probably would be outweighed by the administra-
tive costs of conducting the auction. Moreover, if the auction process were initiated for
unknown mineral areas by private industry nominations, the nominee of an area would
risk attracting the interest of other explorers who might outbid him after he had spent
thousands or millions of dollars selecting the target area through regional appraisal
and reconnaissance. 25

For these and other reasons, it has generally been thought that known mineral
areas should be disposed of through competitive bidding, while unknown mineral
areas should be granted to the first explorer willing to undertake detailed exploration.
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tion of such known hardrock mineral areas, ’() the responsible Federal agencies face the
choice of withdrawing them from location under the Mining Law or being charged with
favoritism and giving away Federal resources.)’

Yet, as experience under the mineral leasing laws has demonstrated, the attempt
to distinguish between known and unknown mineral areas, like any attempt at drawing
a line, involves problems of definition and application. Should “known mineral areas”
be defined narrowly, to include only actually discovered deposits capable of being
presently extracted, processed, and marketed at a profit; or more broadly, to include
any deposit the geology of which is known even if the deposit cannot currently be mar-
keted at a profit; or more broadly still, to include deposits not actually discovered but
reasonably believed to exist in view of surrounding geology; or most broadly of all, to
include any area where there is substantial competitive interest? How reliably and
predictably can each of these definitions, or other possible definitions, be applied?

As with almost every other aspect of the mineral leasing laws, the distinction be-
tween known and unknown mineral areas has been defined differently for different
minerals, creating unnecessary complexity and confusion for the mineral industry and
within the responsible Federal agencies. For example, the test for sodium, sulfur, and
potassium is whether the land is “known to contain valuable deposits” of the respec-
tive mineral,32 while the test for phosphate is whether “prospecting or exploratory
work is necessary to determine the existence or workability of phosphate deposits in
any unclaimed, undeveloped area.             "33 The phosphate language was copied in 1960 from
the original 1920 test for coal, which arguably was meant to require competitive leas-
ing in a broader set of situations than the test for sodium, sulfur, and potassium. Con-
gress had been extremely reluctant to authorize noncompetitive prospecting permits
for coal, because it believed that the existence of coal on extensive areas of Federal
land was known, and that prospecting permits were therefore unnecessary.” How-
ever, at the last minute, coal prospecting permits were authorized “to encourage the
prospecting of undiscovered coal deposits. ”35 Thus, Congress apparently wanted land
to be competitively leased for coal development whenever it was known to contain coal
that was technically workable, even if insufficient information was available to dem-
onstrate that the coal could be profitably worked (extracted), transported, and mar-
keted. In contrast, land containing sodium, sulfur, and potassium had to be competi-
tively leased only when sufficient information existed to demonstrate a profitable (val-
uable) deposit.
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mains to be seen whether the merger of these tests can survive the recent emphasis on
“present marketability at a profit” as the definition of what constitutes a “valuable
mineral deposit” under the mining and mineral leasing laws. 37

The “existence or workability” test has been applied by regulation to hardrock
minerals leased on acquired land or in certain public domain areas.38 It was replaced
for coal in 1976 by a requirement that all coal on Federal land be leased competitive-
ly. ” Apparently, native asphalt is also available only through competitive leasing. It is
not clear from the regulations whether bitumen and bituminous rock are subject to the
“existence or workability” test or are available only through competitive leasing.’ ()

There are no general regulations applicable to the disposal of oil shale, but the proto-
type experimental leases issued in 1973 were leased competitively,”’ and it is likely
that future leases will also be issued competitively, because the location and extent of
the oil shale deposits are generally known, as with coal.

The test for known oil or gas areas is purely geologic. Competitive bidding is re-
quired for lands “within any known geological structure of a producing oil or gas
field, 42

The broadest test of all is that for geothermal steam and associated resources,
The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 requires competitive leasing of all lands within any
“known geothermal resources area, ” which is defined to include potentially every
tract of land that anyone might be interested in exploring:

Known geothermal resources area” means an area in which the geology, nearby
discoveries, competitive interests, or other indicia would, in the opinion of the Secre-
tary, engender a belief in men who are experienced in the subject matter that the
prospects for extraction of geothermal steam or associated geothermal resources
are good enough to warrant expenditures of money for that purpose.’]

The regulations of the Department of the Interior define a known geothermal resources
area as land known through direct discovery or geologic inference to contain geother-
mal resources, land within 5 miles of a well capable of producing geothermal re-
sources in commercial quantities unless the land is determined to be on a different geo-
logic structure, land within the structural area contributing geothermal resources to
such a producible well (regardless of distance from the well), or land covered by a
lease application if at least half of such land has also been applied for in another ap-
plication filed during the same application filing period.”

The “known geothermal resources area” test obviously goes the furthest in at-
tempting to capture the value of Government mineral land for the Government itself.
The most interesting part of the test is the overlapping-applications criterion, The ex-
istence of overlapping applications is an objective and easily discernible indication of
competitive interest that can be used to prevent mineral-potential value from being
siphoned off and burdened by speculators. Whoever can most efficiently explore and
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develop a tract can obtain it directly from the Government through competitive bid-
ding, rather than purchasing it from a lottery winner (as occurs now for noncompeti-
tive oil and gas leases)45 or the fastest claimstaker (as occurs now under the Mining
Law), who usually will have done little or nothing to develop the property, but will bur-
den its future development by retaining an overriding royalty.46 The other portions of
the test are similar to the geologic and economic criteria used for the other leasable
minerals.

Overall, the “known mineral area” provisions demonstrate no uniform approach,
although the basic purpose of each presumably is to obtain maximum return to the
Government for its minerals and to reduce speculation. Moreover, the provisions cre-
ate considerable costs and uncertainties. The geologic and economic criteria are fairly
subjective, and are often difficult to apply reliably and predictably, A noncompetitive
application can be rejected on the basis of information known to the Department of the
Interior but not yet published in the tract books or geologic maps,47 or even on the basis
of information received after the application was filed, even though there may be con-
siderable delay in processing an application. 48 The applicant may have expended sub-
stantial sums on regional reconnaissance and exploration prior to filing his application
for a particular target,49 The Government must expend substantial time and effort
classifying land and determining acceptable bids for known mineral areas (otherwise,
known subeconomic deposits, such as oil shale, may be prematurely leased to
speculators, as apparently happened with coal in the 1960’s). Reliance on pure bonus
bidding will favor large firms at the expense of smaller firms and individuals, but this
effect can be mitigated or eliminated by using walkaway bonuses, royalties, or profit
shares, instead of fixed bonuses, as the bidding variable.50

The substantial costs and uncertainties flowing from the distinction between
known and unknown mineral areas would seem to justify serious investigation of an al-
ternative approach to maximum revenue generation and avoidance of speculation.
One possibility might be a substantial predetermined Government profit share51 com-
bined with strong diligence requirements and restrictions on overriding royalties on all
mineral leases, with competitive bidding used only in cases of overlapping applications
for the same tract filed within, for example, 10 days of each other, There might then be
no need to define or evaluate known mineral areas.

3. Acreage Limitations

There are two basic types of acreage limitations. One limits the acreage that can
be included within a single claim, permit, lease, mining unit, or other form of exclusive
mineral right. The other limits the total amount of acreage that can be held by one per-
son or corporation in the Nation, in any one State, or in some other geographic area.
The principal purposes of both are to deter speculation and monopolization and to pro-
mote diligence and competition.
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The limitation on the size of an individual claim, permit, lease, mining unit, or
other tenure unit serves these purposes in two ways. First, requirements related to dis-
covery and diligent development of mineral deposits generally apply to each tenure
unit, so that a limitation on the size of the tenure unit prevents large amounts of acre-
age from being held by simply performing work on a much smaller number of acres.
Second, the limitation on the size of the tenure unit gives smaller firms a better op-
portunity to participate in the development of known mineral areas, because it
prevents putting up tracts for competitive bidding that are so extensive only a large
company could afford to bid on or develop them.

On the other hand, if the limitation on individual tenure units is too small, it can
cause unnecessary and wasteful work under the mineral discovery and diligence re-
quirements and can prevent assembly of economic mining units for competitive bid-
ding. The problem of unnecessary and wasteful work is acute under the Mining Law,
as mining claims are generally limited to 20 acres each,52 while mineral firms usually
need several thousand acres for a single mineral project,53  A similar problem, although
less acute, exists under the mineral leasing laws, which limit the size of individual per-
mits and leases to 640 acres for sulfur permits or leases or competitive oil and gas
leases: 2,560 acres for geothermal steam, hardrock, phosphate, potash, or sodium per-
mits or leases or noncompetitive oil and gas leases: and 5,120 acres for oil shale, native
asphalt, or tar sand leases. 54 Often several leases must be combined to form an eco-
nomic mining unit. if There is no limit on the size of a coal lease, but leases cannot be
combined into a logical mining unit larger than 25,000 acres. 56

All the limitations on the size of individual tenure units were considered at the
time of their adoption to be sufficient to encompass economic mining units. However,
the increasing scale of mining has made them too restrictive, especially the oldest
limitation—the 20-acre-per-claim limitation under the Mining Law. Even the most gen-
erous limitation, the 25,0()()-acre limitation on logical mining units for coal, is con-
sidered by some to be insufficient for mining units formed to assemble the massive coal
reserves needed for huge mine-mouth power generation plants and coal gasification
and liquefaction facilities.

The advantages of a limitation on the size of individual tenure units derive from its
use as a foundation for diligence requirements and selection of tracts for competitive
bidding, rather than from the limitation itself (as multiple contiguous tenure units
generally are allowed). Thus, a more flexible and effective approach might be to re-
place the acreage limitation on individual tenure units with 1) a limitation, established
perhaps by the Secretary of the Interior, on the contiguous acreage that can be treated
as a unit for the purpose of satisfying mineral discovery and diligence requirements,
subject to enlargement in particular cases upon a satisfactory showing to the Secre-
tary, and 2) a requirement that tracts put up for competitive bidding be no larger than
necessary, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior, for an economic mining
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Although there would be no need for maximum acreage limitations on individual
tenure units under such an approach, a fairly large minimum acreage limitation on ini-
tial acquisition and subsequent assignment of tenure units would avoid the administra-
tive costs, anticonservation effects (due to retention of overriding royalties on assign-
ment),57 and tract-assembly problems caused by speculation in small parcels of mineral
land, which now occurs with respect to oil and gas leasing58 and acquisition of claims
under the Mining Law.59 Currently, minimum parcel sizes are specified only for assign-
ments of oil or gas leases (40 acres, which is too small) or geothermal steam leases (640
acres).6O

There is no nationwide, statewide, or other limitation on the total acreage or
number of claims that can be held by any one person or firm under the Mining Law.
Although originally a prospector was not allowed to locate more than one mining claim
on any one lode (mineral deposit),61 individuals and firms may now locate as many min-
ing claims as they wish.

There are limitations on the total amount of acreage that any individual or cor-
poration can hold under the mineral leasing laws. There is no apparent rationale,
however, for the different limitations specified for each leasable mineral: for coal,
46,080 acres per State, but no more than 100,000 acres nationwide; for geothermal
steam, 20,480 acres per State (which the Secretary of the Interior can raise after
December 24, 1985 to 51,200 acres); for hardrock minerals on acquired land, 20,480
acres (nationwide?), of which no more than 10,240 acres can be held under lease
(rather than permit) unless otherwise authorized by the Secretary to promote orderly
development of mineral resources (no authorization will be given if it would result in
undue control of the mineral to be mined or in the leasing of more than 10,240 acres for
mining any dominant single mineral); for native asphalt or the tar sands, 7,680 acres
per State; for oil shale, no more than one lease nationwide; for oil and gas, 246,080
acres per State in States other than Alaska, and 300,000 acres in each of the two leas-
ing districts in Alaska; for phosphate, 20,480 acres nationwide; for potassium, 25,600
acres per State in leases and 51,200 acres per State in permits; for sodium, 5,120
acres per State (which the Secretary can raise to 15,360 acres to ensure economic min-
ing in a specific situation); and for sulfur, no more than three permits or leases per
State. 62

These acreage limitations on total holdings, except for the limitations on holdings
of hardrock minerals and geothermal steam, are those specified for permits and leases
on the public domain under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. The Mineral Leasing Act
for Acquired Lands of 1947 authorizes the leasing of minerals on acquired land “under
the same conditions as contained in the (Mineral Leasing Act of 1920). ”63 The Secre-
tary of the Interior has interpreted this language as creating limitations on acquired
landholdings separate from but identical to those specified for public domain holdings,
thus doubling the total permissible Federal landholdings.64
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The primary purposes of acreage limitations on total holdings, as was stated pre-
viously, are to deter speculation and monopolization and to promote diligent develop-
ment and competition. The limitations were initially imposed at a time when antitrust
laws were weak or nonexistent. There is some question whether the limitations are
still necessary or useful to prevent monopoly, given the antitrust laws now in effect.
Limitations that are too low will constrain the activities of the more efficient and hence
more successful firms, even when there is no monopoly problem. This unnecessarily
raises the costs of supplying minerals to the consuming public. Moreover, the current
limitations are much too high to deter speculation, especially by the smaller firms and
most likely even by the larger firms. The limitations in the mineral leasing laws as
originally enacted allowed holding of only one or a few leases per State, but except for
sulfur and oil shale those original limits have been raised tremendously by Congress at
the urging of the affected mineral producers.” The generosity of the current limita-
tions also erodes their effectiveness in assuring diligent development, which can be ap-
proached much more effectively through short lease periods, stiff holding charges, or
substantial work requirements. 66

On the other hand, limitations on total holdings can provide some breathing room
for the smaller or less efficient firms, and may thereby serve traditional small business
promotion goals. Whether they are actually necessary to provide such breathing room
is an open question. 67 Moreover, the difficulties of enforcing the limitations (even
though much of the difficulty is attributable to the archaic recordkeeping practices of
the responsible Federal agencies)” suggest that more direct approaches to subsidizing
small miners on Federal and non-Federal land may be preferable to the Federal acre-
age limitations.

C. Acquiring and Maintaining Tenure for Exploration

1. Defining Exploration Tenure

“Tenure” refers to the right to make use of land for certain purposes for a definite
or indefinite period of time. In the mineral context, tenure involves an exclusive right of
use, An exclusive right of use for exploration purposes is necessary or desirable gener-
ally when, as a result of regional appraisal and reconnaissance, interest has focused
on a specific target that can be further investigated only through detailed surface in-
vestigation and three-dimensional physical sampling (stages 3 and 4 of the 6 stages of
mineral activity described in chapter 2), Exploration continues until an actual physical
discovery has been made of economic grade mineralization in sufficient quantity to
support a commercial mining operation. At that point, exploration ceases and develop-
ment begins. 69

In this section, exploration tenure is discussed by itself. Development and produc-
tion tenure will be discussed in the next section. Although exploration tenure is worth-
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less in the absence of development and production tenure, or some sufficient substitute
reward for successful exploration, there are good reasons for treating them separate-
ly. First, the mineral laws themselves generally distinguish between these two tenures.
Second, exploration is fundamentally different from development and production, not
only in terms of techniques, activities, and land requirements,70 but also in terms of its
inherently greater uncertainty and usually larger risks.71 This difference is reflected in
the separation of exploration activities from development and production activities
within most mineral companies, and within the mineral industry as a whole.

2. Exploration Tenure Under the Mining Law

a. Acquiring Exploration Tenure: Pedis Possessio and Claim Location

A mineral explorer under the Mining Law cannot obtain any tenure rights against
the United States. He can obtain only limited possessor rights under the pedis posses-
sio doctrine against other mineral explorers.

Tenure rights against the United States under the Mining Law can be obtained
only upon discovery of a valuable mineral deposit and location (staking) of a claim en-
compassing the discovery72— that is, only after exploration has been successfully com-
pleted. Until such a discovery and location have been made (which under the current
interpretation of “valuable mineral deposit” may not be until well into the develop-
ment stage73) the mineral explorer is merely a tenant at the will of the Secretary of the
Interior, who can at any time withdraw the land being explored from availability
under the Mining Law.

Under the literal language of the Mining Law, there is no tenure even against
other explorers prior to discovery of a valuable mineral deposit: “no location of a min-
ing claim shall be made until the discovery of the vein or lode within the limits of the
claim located. “74 However, early in the history of the Mining Law, it became apparent
that some sort of prediscovery protection was needed for exploration that required
substantial sampling or excavation, Thus the courts created the pedis possessio doc-
trine, which permits location of a claim prior to discovery and provides limited protec-
tion against encroachment on the claim by other prospectors. The requirements and
limitations of the doctrine will be discussed in subsection 2(b) immediately below.

Such exploration tenure as exists under the Mining Law can be obtained only
through the expenditure of considerable time or money, or both, on unproductive claim
location activities. Each claim location must be “distinctly marked on the ground so
that its boundaries can be readily traced” and must be maintained each year by the
performance of at least $100 worth of labor or the making of at least $100 worth of im-
provements. The State in which the claim is located can specify additional require-
ments “governing the location, manner of recording, and amount of work necessary to
hold possession” of a claim, ”



As a consequence of the piecemeal development of the Mining Law between 1860
and 1872, ’() a distinction was created between two types of mineral deposits, and sepa-
rate location procedures were provided for each type. A lode claim must be located for
any vein or lode of rock in place that bears a valuable deposit. The location must be
made along the strike (length) of the mineral vein, up to a maximum length of 1,500 feet
and a maximum width of 300 feet on each side of the vein. A placer claim must be
located for any other type of deposit. The location must “conform as near as prac-
ticable’” to the rectangular public land surveys and cannot exceed 20 acres for each
individual claimant, or 160 acres for an association of eight individuals. Failure to
locate a deposit properly as a lode or a placer will invalidate the attempted location. ”

The most significant legal aspect of the distinction between a lode claim and a
placer claim is that a valid lode claim, but not a placer claim, carries with it certain ex-
tralateral rights to any vein the apex of which lies within the boundaries of the claim:
the dip of the vein may be followed and mined beyond the sidelines of the claim. ”

From the beginning, the distinction between lode and placer claims has been dif-
ficult to apply. It has resulted in confusion, litigation, and frustration of miners’ expec-
tations. The extralateral rights associated with lode claims have caused even more
confusion, litigation, and frustration. The distinction is particularly inappropriate to-
day, when many exploration targets are large disseminated deposits, encompassing
hundreds or thousands of acres, which are held in place by rock but have no distinct
strike or apex. Such targets are located through multiple contiguous claims oriented to
cover the target efficiently, and any possible extralateral rights beyond the blanket of
claims are usually waived by agreements between locators of adjacent targets. 79

Nevertheless, the lode/placer distinction remains in the Mining Law, so that pru-
dent locators must cover a target with duplicate lode and placer claims to eliminate
the risk of choosing the wrong type of claim for the deposit. Moreover, the duplicate
claims must be filed in the proper sequence to avoid having the placer claim construed
as an abandonment of the lode claim. 80

The requirements for locating claims vary from State to State (thus introducing
additional needless inconsistency into the Mining Law), but they generally include de-
tailed instructions for marking a claim with physical monuments, sinking a shaft or
drilling a hole to a certain depth to show good faith, and posting and recording no-
tices.’ {] The cost of doing all this, most of which is nonproductive and unnecessary,”’ has
been estimated to range from $25 to more than $500 per claim, depending on the ter-
rain and locale. 83

The costs involved in acquiring exploration tenure under the Mining Law are not
limited to the direct costs of locating the 50 or more claims required to cover a typical
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20 acres, except for association placer claims, which can be as large as 160 acres for
an association of eight or more individuals, ) There are also the costs of finding, buying,
leasing, or contesting conflicting claims located by other parties. Such claims have at
least a nuisance value, since a mining claim, once located, continues indefinitely and
can be given the appearance of validity by a show of minimum work or alleged discov-
ery.

b. Maintaining Exploration Tenure: Pedis Possessio and Assessment Work

The pedis possessio doctrine is subject to restrictions that severely limit the pre-
discovery protection it affords. A claimholder is protected under the doctrine only as
long as he is in actual continuous occupancy of the claim and is diligently and persist-
ently prosecuting work looking to discovery of a valuable mineral deposit in the claim.
Even then, he is protected only against “forcible, fraudulent or clandestine intrusion”
by another: the doctrine does not protect against an unresisted, peaceable and open
entry by another explorer.84 Nor does it protect against “forcible, fraudulent or clan-
destine” intrusion upon one who is not in actual occupancy or who is not diligently
working toward a discovery. In fact, it is not entirely clear whether the entire claim is
protected or only that portion of the claim actually being occupied and worked, or
whether the protection expires after a certain (reasonable) amount of time. 85

The limitations of the pedis possessio doctrine result in weak prediscovery protec-
tion even for a single claim, When the doctrine is applied to multiple contiguous claims
located to cover today’s typically large exploration target, it provides practically no
protection at all. Only those claims actually being occupied and worked are protected,
even though an efficient exploration plan might call for sequential drilling on only one
or a few of the many claims covering the target. The explorer faces the undesirable
choice of simultaneously performing work that anticipates discovery on each and
every claim, hiring armed guards to protect his claims (illegally) against entry by
others, 86 or having some or most of his claims “jumped’ by other prospectors. 87

The obvious inadequacy of the pedis possessio doctrine has led to the development
of unwritten customs or “gentlemen’s agreements” in active exploration areas
whereby prospectors will ordinarily not intrude on a block of claims even though work
is being actively prosecuted on only some of them. 88 But these customs are neither
universally applied nor uniformly followed, and they create no legal rights.89 Moreover,
like the pedis possessio doctrine itself, they afford no protection against termination of
the claim by the Federal Government.
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actual occupancy and persistent and diligent working of each claim. Assessment work
alone will maintain tenure only on a claim on which there has been an actual discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit—i.e., a claim that has passed from the exploration to the
development stage.90

3. Exploration Tenure Under the Mineral Leasing Laws

a. Acquiring Exploration Tenure

Exploration tenure under the mineral leasing laws is acquired by obtaining a
prospecting permit or a lease, depending on the mineral. Initial issuance of all pros-
pecting permits and leases is at the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior” (except
for uranium permits and leases issued at the discretion of the Secretary of Energy for
certain land either not subject to or withdrawn from the operation of the Mining
Law),’*

Prospecting permits and leases may be issued for acquired land, for land with-
drawn or reserved for military purposes, or for coal or geothermal steam only with the
consent of the surface management agency.’]{

Exploration tenure for the nonfuel leasable minerals (sodium, sulfur,’)’ phosphate,
potassium, and, on most national forest acquired land and certain public domain
areas, the hardrock minerals) is provided by a separate prospecting permit for each
mineral, except that a single permit may be issued to cover all the hardrock minerals.95

A prospecting permit grants an exclusive right to explore the permit area for the min-
eral specified in the permit but does not authorize mining operations.(”) Successful ex-
ploration under the permit may entitle the permittee to issuance of a preference-right
development and production lease,{)’

Exploration tenure for oil and gas or geothermal steam is provided by a separate
noncompetitive lease for either oil and gas98 or for geothermal steam.’’” A noncompeti-
tive lease grants an exclusive right to explore for, develop, and produce the minerals
specified in the lease,

Prospecting permits and noncompetitive leases are issued to the first applicant,100

who must submit a $10 filing fee ($50 for a noncompetitive geothermal steam lease)
and the first year’s rental ($0.25 per acre, but no less than $20 total, for permits; $1
per acre for a noncompetitive lease) with each application for a permit or lease. l0l All
permits and leases must be taken in reasonably compact form according to the legal
subdivisions of the public land surveys or, if not surveyed, by a special survey. The

1 1- -’ I - - , .
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maximum size of each permit or lease is 2,560 acres, except for sulfur (640 acres).”)’

Permits and leases are noted on the official land tract books and maps,

Prospecting permits and noncompetitive leases cannot be issued for known miner-
al areas, which must be competitively leased. Moreover, since the location and extent
of Federal coal, oil shale, and native asphalt deposits are generally known, all such de-
posits are essentially treated as known mineral areas and are competitively leased
(the status of bitumen and bituminous rock is not clear).103 Some predevelopment tract
evaluation exploration may occur under competitive leases for any of the minerals, but
the riskier deposit-location type of exploration generally will occur only under pros-
pecting permits or noncompetitive leases. 104 Thus, discussion of competitive leases will
be postponed until subsection D(3)(a).

b. Maintaining Exploration Tenure

Exploration tenure under prospecting permits is limited to a primary period of 2
years, but potassium permits and hardrock permits may be extended for up to 2 addi-
tional years and phosphate permits may be extended for up to 4 additional years, if the
Secretary of the Interior believes an extension is warranted. Sodium permits and sul-
fur permits cannot be extended beyond their 2-year primary period. 105

The short periods of prospecting permits provide a strong incentive for diligent ex-
ploration, because no development or production rights can be obtained for the land
covered by a permit unless a valuable deposit of the mineral specified in the permit is
discovered in the land during the period of the permit. 106

Other diligence-related provisions applicable to prospecting permits are relative-
ly insignificant, The regulations require payment of an annual rental of $0,25 per acre,
but not less than $20 total, for each permit. ’()’ Failure to pay the rental when due will
result in automatic termination of the permit. 108 The rental is nominal, amounting to
only $640 for the maximum permit size (for most minerals) of 2,560 acres. The rental
provisions do, however, provide an efficient means of clearing abandoned permits, and
they may provide some deterrent against speculation (although the short permit peri-
ods would seem to be more effective deterrents in most situations).

Similarly, although any permit may be cancelled “upon failure by the permittee to
exercise due diligence in the prosecution of the prospecting work in accordance with
the terms and conditions stated in the permit, ’’109 the shortness of the permit periods
and the lack of any specific requirements or guidelines regarding “due diligence’’11()

combine to make the cancellation authority useful only when essentially no work has
been performed during the first year or two of a 4-year extension of a phosphate pros-
pecting permit.



The duration of and requirements for maintaining noncompetitive oil and gas or
geothermal leases are considerably more complicated than the prospecting permit pro
visions. Much of the complication relates to the development and production stages
and is left for discussion in subsection D(3)(c). The discussion here will focus on the
aspects most relevant to the exploration phase.

Both noncompetitive oil and gas leases and noncompetitive geothermal leases are
issued for a primary period of 10 years, which is extended for an additional 2 years for
oil and gas leases or an additional 5 years for geothermal leases if actual drilling
operations were commenced on the land under lease prior to the end of the primary
period and are being diligently prosecuted at that time. Any further extension of the
lease may be had only if oil, gas, or geothermal steam, as the case may be, is being pro-
duced in commercial quantities, or if a well has been completed that is capable of pro-
ducing in commercial quantities.’”

These periods for noncompetitive leases, unlike those for prospecting permits,
provide little or no incentive for diligent exploration, since they allow leases to be held
for 10 years without any drilling, grant an additional 2 or 5 years if drilling operations
are underway at the end of the 10 years (the operations can be abandoned as soon as
the extension has been obtained), and thus allow 12 or 15 years to pass before there is
any need to complete a well capable of producing.

These provisions are in marked contrast to the prospecting permit provisions that
originally governed oil and gas exploration under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and
that produced a glut of oil in the 1930’s. The oil and gas prospecting permit, replaced
by noncompetitive leases in 1935, was limited to a primary period of 2 years, was con-
ditioned on commencement of drilling operations during the first 6 months and drilling
of one or more wells to a depth of at least 500 feet each during the first year and to an
aggregate depth of at least 2,000 feet by the end of the second year (unless valuable
deposits of oil or gas were discovered at less depth), and allowed extension of the per-
mit for an additional 2 years if the Secretary of the Interior found that the permit tee
had been unable, with the exercise of diligence, to test the land. 112

Minimum annual rentals of $0.50 per acre for oil and gas leases and $1 per acre
for geothermal leases are required by law. 113 In 1977, the Secretary of the Interior
raised the annual rental for noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued on or after Febru-
ary 1, 1977 to $1 per acre.l14 If the known geologic structure of a producing oilfield or
gasfield should be defined to include any part of a noncompetitive oil or gas lease, the
annual rental for the entire lease will be raised to $2 per acre. 115 The annual rental for
a geothermal lease is raised $1 per acre each year beginning in the sixth year of the
lease, but payment of all or any of the additional rental maybe waived upon a showing
of sufficient justification. 116 The rental obligation continues for oil and gas leases until
there has been a discovery of oil or gas in paying quantities; it continues for geother-
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mal leases until commencement of production in commercial quantities, ’17 Failure to
pay the rental when due automatically terminates a lease unless there is a well capa-
ble of producing in commercial quantities. 118

These rentals, especially the escalating rentals beginning in the sixth year of a
geothermal lease, are much higher than those required for prospecting permits, but it
is not clear that they are high enough to act as a strong incentive for diligent explora-
tion. The $1 per acre rental for a noncompetitive oil or gas lease amounts to a holding
charge of only $2,560 per year for the maximum 2,560-acre lease. The holding charge
for a 2,560-acre geothermal lease would also be only $2,560 for each of the first 5
years, but would reach $15,360 for the l0th year and $28,160 for the 15th and final
year of an extended lease, unless waived. These charges are small compared with the
hundreds of thousands of dollars that would have to be spent on actual detailed explo-
ration of a lease, 119 and they thus will have little effect on the decision whether or when
to explore. Yet rentals set at a level comparable to the costs of actual exploration
would greatly increase total costs during the exploration stage without any associated
increase in exploration data (rentals are a nonproductive holding charge). 120

Although the noncompetitive lease rentals do not ensure diligent exploration, they
may deter acquisition of leases for purely speculative purposes, at least by less
wealthy individuals and firms, But even this is doubtful for rentals of only one or a few
dollars per acre. The $0.50 per acre rental for noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued
after 1960 but prior to 1977 did not prevent rampant speculation in such leases. Oil
and gas leases on onshore public land at the end of 1972 encompassed 72 million
acres, but more than 90 percent of the leases were not producing, and most of these
were not believed to be worth drilling. 121 More than 85 million acres were encompassed
by noncompetitive oil and gas leases in 1976. 122 Speculation about a possible oil strike
in eastern Nevada in late 1976 resulted in issuance of up to 100 noncompetitive leases
a day for several months. 123 No drilling was expected on 90 percent of the leases, which
were issued to individuals as well as major companies at rentals of $1 per acre. 124

All things considered, rentals may be useful only as charges for the value of sur-
face uses lost as a result of mineral activities (that is, as typical land-rent or opportu-
nity-cost charges), 125 rather than as incentives for diligent exploration or development,
Diligence may be more reasonably and effectively enforced through other mechanisms
such as short exploration periods, specific work requirements (e. g., drilling require-
ments), or exploration expenditure requirements.

There are no work, expenditure, or other specific diligence requirements for ex-
ploration under noncompetitive oil and gas leases, except the requirements for ex-
tended tenure discussed above. The law requires oil and gas leases to contain provi-
sions “for the purpose of insuring the exercise of reasonable diligence, skill, and care
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in the operation of [the] property, ’’126 but the noncompetitive lease forms merely re-
quire the lessee to “exercise reasonable diligence in drilling and producing the wells
herein provided for, ” to either drill and produce all wells necessary to protect the
leased land from drainage by wells on adjacent land or pay the estimated royalty lost
through such drainage, and to promptly “drill and produce such other wells as the Sec-
retary of the Interior may reasonably require in order that the leased premises may be
properly and timely developed in accordance with good operating practice,’” ]’ - T h e
Secretary has never attempted to force diligent exploration by implementing the last
quoted provision. 128

The regulations for geothermal leases, on the other hand, contain an interesting
approach to fairly specific requirements for diligent exploration, under authority
granted to the Secretary to prescribe rules and regulations for, among other things,
“the maintenance by the lessee of an active development program. ’’129 The regulations
build on and essentially replace the rental requirements with exploration expenditure
requirements. As was discussed above, the Geothermal Steam Act establishes a mini-
mum annual rental of $1 per acre, and the regulations raise the rental $1 per acre
each year beginning in the sixth year of the lease. The diligence regulations state that,
also beginning in the sixth year of the lease, exploration operations each year must
cost at least twice the rental required for that year in order to qualify as diligent explo-
ration for the year, except that the required exploration expenditures shall in no event
exceed twice the rental required for the l0th year. 130 Thus, escalating exploration ex-
penditure requirements are piggybacked on the escalating rental requirements. More-
over, the regulations allow any expenditures for diligent exploration operations during
the first 5 years of the lease, and any such expenditures in excess of the minimum re-
quired expenditures in the sixth and succeeding years, to be credited, in such propor-
tions as the lessee may designate, against 1 ) required expenditures for future years or
2) required rentals for the current or future years in excess of the basic fixed rental
established for the first 5 years of the lease. 131 In essence, without affecting the basic
fixed rental, which is not subject to credit and must be paid each and every year, an
additional escalating rental has been created that can be satisfied by exploration ex-
penditures in excess of the minimum required exploration expenditures. The situation
creates a very strong incentive to incur such excess expenditures in an amount exactly
equivalent to the additional escalating rental. The money must come out of the lessee’s
pocket in any event, and he would ordinarily rather spend it on useful exploration
work than on rentals.

The net effect for the sixth and each succeeding year of a geothermal lease is the
retention of a small fixed statutory rental and the creation of an annual work require-
ment similar to the payable, bankable, escalating assessment work requirement advo-
cated by the mineral industry for mineral activities under the Mining Law, including
almost equivalent expenditure figures. 132 Assuming that the basic rental for a geother-
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mal lease is set at the statutory minimum of $1 per acre, there will be a diligent ex-
ploration expenditure requirement of $4 per acre plus a very strong incentive for an
additional expenditure of $1 per acre (in lieu of the $1 additional rental) during the
sixth year of the lease. This can be viewed as a work requirement of $5 per acre with
the option to pay $1 of the $5 to the Government rather than spending it on work. The
work requirement will escalate $3 per acre each succeeding year until a work require-
ment of $17 per acre, of which $5 can be paid to the Government rather than spent on
work, is reached in the l0th year. The requirement will then escalate only $1 per year
(the amount of annual increase in the rental) until a maximum work requirement of
$22 per acre, of which $10 can be paid to the Government rather than spent on work,
is reached in the 15th year. Any exploration expenditures in the first 5 years of the
lease or in excess of the work requirement for the sixth and each succeeding year can
be “banked” and applied to work requirements in future years.

Unfortunately, the work requirement so laboriously constructed on top of the
basic rental requirement is apparently not worth the effort in terms of its effect on dili-
gent exploration. There is no requirement that any exploration work be performed
during the first 5 years of the lease, and the expenditure required for the sixth and
each succeeding year does not come close to the hundreds of dollars per acre per year
spent, on the average, for actual detailed exploration. Using the figures cited in the
previous paragraph, only $140,800 would be required to be spent on exploration dur-
ing the first 10 years of a geothermal lease, a sum several times less than the cost of
drilling even one well.133 Thus, commencement of drilling or any other substantial ex-
ploration activity prior to the end of the l0th year is more likely to result from the inde-
pendent requirement that such drilling be commenced in order for a lease to be ex-
tended beyond 10 years, than from the “diligent exploration” work requirements,

D. Acquiring and Maintaining Tenure
for Development and Production

1. Defining Development and Production Tenure

Development begins after an actual physical discovery has been made of econom-
ic grade mineralization in sufficient quantity to support a commercial mining opera-
tion. During the development stage, the quantity, quality, and geology of the mineral
deposit are ascertained in the detail required for production planning; production
wells or mine workings are developed; and mining-related facilities are constructed in
preparation for production. ]34

Production consists of the actual extraction of mineral or ore from the mineral de-
posit in commercial quantities. It usually includes some onsite milling or processing
prior to shipment of the mineral elsewhere for further processing or use. Production
continues as long as mineral is extracted in commercial quantities. 135 
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In practice, development often continues well into the production stage of mineral
activity, as additional portions of the deposit are blocked out for production, or second-
ary or tertiary recovery techniques are initiated. Thus, development and production
are lumped together for tenure purposes under the Federal mineral laws and are dis-
cussed together in this section,

2. Development and Production Tenure Under the Mining Law

a. Acquiring Development and Production Tenure: Patents and Claims

Development and production tenure under the Mining Law is only slightly less
uncertain then exploration tenure. The indispensable element for acquiring and main-
taining tenure is the actual discovery and continuing existence of a “valuable mineral
deposit” within the boundary of each claim, The “valuable mineral deposit” criterion
has been subject to varying interpretation over the last 100 years, but it is currently
read as requiring proof that the deposit could be presently mined and marketed at a
profit, using available technology, and taking all costs (extraction, processing, trans-
portation, environmental protection, marketing, etc. ) and even financing arrangements
into account.136 Such a criterion creates considerable uncertainty as to tenure, since
costs and mineral prices often fluctuate. Moreover, tenure cannot be assured under
such a criterion for deposits that are expected to be produced in 10 or 20 years but are
not now marketable.

Tenure would be even more uncertain if the “comparative value” interpretation
of the criterion, which requires proof that the land is more valuable for mineral pro-
duction than for nonmineral purposes,’” were given renewed emphasis.

If the valuable mineral deposit criterion has been satisfied for a specific mining
claim, and if at least $500 worth of labor has been performed or improvements made
on the claim, complete fee title to the surface and the subsurface of the claim may be
obtained by paying a nominal $2.50 or $5.00 per acre (depending on whether the claim
is for a placer or a lode, respectively) for a title document known as a “patent."138  A
patent provides tenure as secure as title to any other piece of private property. Once a
deposit has been patented, it can no longer be contested under the valuable mineral de-
posit criterion, unless the patent was fraudulently obtained.

However, patent proceedings can be lengthy and expensive, and there is always
the danger that, given the strictness of the valuable mineral deposit criterion and the
unpredictable fluctuation of costs and mineral prices, a patent will be denied and the
claim will be invalidated. Many claimholders prefer not to assume the expense and
risk of a patent application, since the deposit can be developed and mined without ob-
taining a patent, in which case the burden will be on the Government to bring a contest
proceeding to prove lack of a valuable discovery. On the other hand, if a patent is not
obtained, there is always the risk of having the claim challenged by the Government or
adverse claimants, either because a satisfactory discovery under the increasingly
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stringent valuable mineral deposit criterion was never made or because changing
technology, costs, or mineral prices have made a deposit no longer “valuable.”

Three archaic provisions of the Mining Law add to the uncertainty with respect to
tenure created by the valuable mineral deposit criterion. Each of the three provisions
can create situations in which a good faith effort leading to discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit can be completely nullified.

First, the Mining Law needlessly distinguishes between lode and placer deposits,
and failure to locate a deposit properly as a lode or a placer will invalidate the at-
tempted location.

Second, a valid lode claim, but not a placer claim, carries with it certain extra-
lateral rights to any vein the apex of which lies within the boundaries of the claim: the
dip of the vein maybe followed and mined beyond the sidelines of the claim. The extra-
lateral rights flowing from location of the apex of the vein will take precedence over
any claim located along the dip of the vein, even if the claim along the dip was located
and proved by discovery of the vein prior to the time the apex claim was located.

Both of these provisions, and their inappropriateness under modern conditions,
are discussed in subsection C(2)(a).

The third provision, which is also an anachronism, 139 is the tunnel site provision,
which gives a person who diligently digs a mining tunnel the right to possess and work
1,500 feet of all veins discovered in the first 3,000 feet of the tunnel, as long as such
veins were not previously known to exist, The possessor right to 1,500 feet of the vein
will take precedence over any claim located by another person after the commence-
ment of the digging of the tunnel unless the vein appears on the surface. 140

One of the most serious problems involved in acquiring development and produc-
tion tenure under the Mining Law is the lack of adequate provisions for obtaining use
of or title to land for various surface uses and facilities related to the mining operation.
Lode claims cannot extend more than 300 feet in width on either side of the vein, and
placer claims are limited to 20 acres for an individual claimant. There must be an ac-
tual discovery of a valuable mineral deposit on each lode or placer claim, so that little
room is left for any surface facilities on the mining claim itself.

The Mining Law does authorize location and patent of a maximum of 5 acres of
nonmineral land in connection with a lode or placer claim if such land is used or oc-
cupied by the proprietor of the claim for mining or milling purposes.141 “Mining or mill-
ing purposes” generally include any function or use directly connected with or facil-
itating the removal and processing of the ore— for example, pumping works, miners’
accommodations, mine offices or shops, ore storage, or waste and tailings disposal.
The area located and used for mining and milling purposes is called a millsite. 142
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located, especially given the sensitivity of the valuable mineral deposit criterion to
shifting costs and prices. Third, although a separate millsite may be located for each
lode or placer claim, only those millsites that are actually occupied and being used for
mining or milling purposes are valid. Land may not be held for prospective use, Fourth,
functions and uses must be organized to take up the least amount of space, Fifth, the
millsite is only as secure as the claim with which it is associated, If the claim is inval-
ida ted, the millsite will fall with it. Finally, the Secretary of the Interior may have dis-
cretion to refuse to issue a patent for a millsite. 143

These limitations were probably not too restrictive in 1872 when mining opera-
tions were small, involved high-grade deposits, and were not faced with substantial
competition for the use of nonmineral land. Today, however, the typical mine encom-
passes a large, low-grade ore body that is often mined in an environment of intense
competition for the surface use of land. Such a mine produces enormous quantities of
waste rock and tailings that must be disposed of. If it is an open pit mine, it will have
deep slanting pit walls. There will be crushing and processing plants and other cus-
tomary facilities. The size of the operation requires careful advance planning for the
life of the mine. But advance planning is impossible with millsites because of the re-
quirement of present occupancy and use. And, even if millsites could be held for pro-
spective use, i t is highly doubtful that they could satisfy all the demands for surface
space. There could be at most as many millsites as there are mining claims, and each
millsite would be at most one-fourth the size of the typical 20-acre claim, so that the
millsites, in the aggregate, would be one-fourth the size of the ore body encompassed
by the claims. Yet the ore body is itself likely to be smaller than the area required
either for pit slopes or disposal of waste rock or tailings.

Because the Mining Law does not adequately provide for land needed for surface
facilities and uses, the miner must seek to obtain such land independently through pur-
chases and exchanges. 144

b. Maintaining Development and Production Tenure:
Patents and Assessment Work

A patented claim is no longer Federal land: legal ownership of the entire claim is
transferred from the Federal Government to the mineral claimant free from any con-
trols or requirements with respect to mineral development or surface use. 145 T h e
holder of an unpatented claim has a possessor right to use the claim and its surface
for mining purposes. This possessor right is vested against the Government as well as
other miners once a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made, and it con-
tinues indefinitely unless it can be proved at some point that the deposit is no longer
valuable or that the required assessment work (see below) has not been done. 146

There is no requirement that mineral production ever be commenced, nor any ef-
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claims. Claims continue indefinitely without payment of any holding charges, and there
are no limitations on the total number of claims that can be held by a single person.
The closest thing to a diligence requirement is the requirement, for unpatented claims
only, that $100 worth of labor be performed or $100 worth of improvements be made
annually on each claim. But this so-called ‘‘assessment work’ requirement, as is
shown below, is very difficult to enforce in practice and, even when complied with, is
insufficient to ensure diligent development.

The $100 figure was established in 1872 as the minimum value of the required
assessment work. It has not been increased since. Individual States can require more
than the minimum $100 worth of work each year, but apparently none have done so.
Assessment work requirements on one claim in excess of the $100 minimum maybe ap-
plied to satisfy the work requirement on adjacent claims being developed or worked
under a common plan. 147 (Compare the pedis possessio and discovery-of-a-valuable-
mineral-deposit requirements, which must be satisfied individually on each claim. )

Failure to perform the required assessment work opens the claim for which such
failure occurred to location by others, unless the initial claimholder resumes assess-
ment work first. Until recently, the courts held that failure to perform the work would
not subject the claim to cancellation by the Federal Government. In 1970, however, the
Supreme Court indicated that such cancellation would be authorized for claims to
leasable minerals that were located prior to the time such minerals were made
leasable. l48 The Department of the Interior has issued regulations that purport to au-
thorize cancellation of any claim for failure to perform the required work, 149 but it is
not clear that the Supreme Court’s holding can be extended so far.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine in practice whether the required assess-
ment work has been performed. The courts have held that the work need only be per-
formed for the benefit of the claim and not necessarily on the claim, so that work per-
formed some distance from the claim may suffice. Moreover, the particular allowable
items of work or improvement are determined on a case-by-case basis and, depending
on the court, may include such items as the expense of hiring a watchman for a tempo-
rarily idle mine. On-the-ground geological, geochemical, or geophysical surveys are
allowable items for no more than 2 consecutive years or a total of 5 years. Almost any
work on the claim is arguably allowable, so that a person who wishes to relocate the
claim (or the Government if it wishes, and is authorized, to cancel the claim) faces an
uncertain and probably lengthy and expensive legal dispute with the claimholder, es-
pecially since the claimholder need only prove resumption of work prior to the at-
tempted relocation or cancellation in order to prevail (work missed in previous years
need not be made up). 150

Except for geological, geochemical, or geophysical surveys, there is no Federal or
State requirement to file any proof of performance of assessment work. Most States
provide for, but do not require, the filing of an affidavit stating that the work has been
done. The affidavit need not describe the work or contain any proof that it was done.
Filing of the affidavit is “merely a convenient method of preserving prima facie
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evidence of the performance of the assessment work. ” In most States, anyone wishing
to relocate the claim bears the burden of proving that the assessment work was not
done, even if no affidavit was filed.151 The Federal Government now requires annual
filing of either a notice of intent to hold onto a claim or a copy of any affidavit of assess-
ment work filed with the State. Failure to file one or the other will be deemed con-
clusively to constitute an abandonment of the claim.152 This new Federal requirement
should eliminate a large number of stale, abandoned claims, but it does not in any way
help those who wish to relocate or cancel a claim that has not been abandoned but ap-
parently is being held without performance of the required work.

Given the great difficulty of ascertaining and proving that assessment work has
not been done on a claim, particularly in light of the small amount of work ($100 worth
per claim) required, neither other miners nor the Government are eager to contest a
claim even when it appears not to have been maintained by the required work.
Another miner will usually either pass the claim over or seek to lease or purchase it,
and the Government will ignore it unless it is a significant obstacle to some Federal
program (especially since the Government’s authority to cancel most claims for failure
to perform assessment work is unclear).

Even when assessment work is done, so that a claim or group of claims is actually
validly maintained, the amount of work required is so small that a claim can be held in-
definitely without ever producing from or even significantly developing it. One hun-
dred dollars’ worth of work as late as 1890, when the average wage was 20 cents per
hour and average annual earnings were less than $480, amounted to a significant and
bona fide contribution to development of a claim. In 1872, when the $100 yearly work
requirement was established, it probably represented a good summer’s work, at
least.153 But $100 today is a drop in the bucket.

Some people in the mineral industry argue that $100 worth of work per claim still
represents a substantial, bona fide effort. They reason that the mineral targets being
explored today generally encompass 50 or more claims, in contrast with the one-or-few
claim deposits prevalent in 1872, so that the effort per deposit is roughly the same now
as in 1872, at least during the initial stages of exploration. 154 This argument may be
correct for the initial reconnaissance stages of exploration of large targets, but those
are not the stages for which the assessment work requirement was designed. Rather it
was designed to ensure diligent, good faith development after discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit. (The literal language of the law requires that discovery precede loca-
tion of a claim. ) Diligent, good faith exploration is a pedis possessio problem,’” Average
expenditures per acre per year today during the development stage are estimated to
be in the thousands of dollars for almost every type of deposit. Even during the earlier
detailed exploration stages, expenditures per acre per year today are estimated to be
$10 or more for stage 3 (detailed surface investigation) and hundreds of dollars for
stage 4 (detailed three-dimensional physical sampling) for almost every type of depos-
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it. 156 In contrast, the $100 per claim per year assessment work requirement translates
to only $5 per acre per year for a typical 20-acre claim.

Thus, the assessment work requirement is set far too low to assure diligent de-
tailed exploration or development, except perhaps for the initial surface investigation
stage of detailed exploration. Instead, the requirement results in needless annual scar-
ring of the land with bulldozers or dynamite charges by those who wish to hold on to
claims but are unable or unwilling to conduct genuine activities during one or more
years. 157

In order for the assessment work requirement to serve as an adequate assurance
of diligent development, the value of the annual work required would have to be esca-
lated rapidly after the first 1 or 2 years to approach the hundreds of dollars per acre
per year spent, on the average, on actual subsurface exploration and then the thou-
sands of dollars per acre per year spent, on the average, on actual development of a
deposit. In that case, “banking” of work should be allowed—that is, expenditures in
excess of the requirement for 1 year should be credited against work required in
future years— to provide the flexibility in timing needed for efficient exploration and
development, and to avoid unnecessary surface damage resulting from makework that
would otherwise be required during lulls in mineral activity. Additional flexibility and
avoidance of needless work could be attained by allowing the mining claimant to pay
some or all of the value of the required work to the Government rather than actually
performing the work. Finally, more effective provisions for enforcing the assessment
work requirement would have to be adopted. For example, a mining claimant could be
required to file annually a document describing the type and value of work done on or
for the benefit of the claim (perhaps including proof of the work done) or evidence of
payment in lieu of work if such payment is allowed. Failure to file the document would
automatically terminate the claim. Both the Government and third parties should be
allowed to disprove assertions of performance of work made in such a document.

The mining industry has recommended changes in the assessment work require-
ment similar to those outlined in the previous paragraph. 158 However, it would only
raise the value of work currently required ($5 per acre per year assuming the typical
20-acre claim) to a maximum requirement of $20 per acre per year after 15 years,
which seems inadequate to assure diligent detailed exploration or development,

Additional changes in the assessment work provisions might include limitation of
the amount of land that could be treated as a unit for assessment work purposes159 and
termination of the assessment work requirement after development has been com-
pleted and production has begun. ’ho



3. Development and Production Tenure Under the Mineral Leasing Laws

a. Acquiring Development and Production Tenure in Known Mineral Areas:
Competitive Leases

Mineral rights for known mineral areas are issued through competitive bonus bid-
ding. 161 As was discussed in detail in subsection B(2), the distinction between known
and unknown mineral areas has been defined differently for different minerals, cre-
ating unnecessary complexity and confusion for the mineral industry and the responsi-
ble Federal agencies. Generally, however, a known mineral area must be an area
where the character and extent of mineralization are known or can be estimated with
a reasonable degree of confidence, so that only limited predevelopment tract eval-
uation exploration will be necessary prior to commencing development, rather than
the riskier deposit-location type of exploration necessary in unknown mineral areas.
Competitive leases, therefore, are essentially development and production leases, ex-
cept for those geothermal leases that are issued competitivelv because of overlapping
noncompetitive lease applications or proximity to nearby discoveries.

Competitive leases are issued a t the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
who may refuse to put a known mineral area up for competitive bidding or may reject
all bids. Considerable administrative effort is required to determine whether the
highest qualified bid is adequate payment for the mineral resource, especially when
demand for the resource currently is low but may increase substantially in the future
as a result of improvements in technology (e. g., oil shale, geothermal steam, coal gasi-
fication and liquefaction), shifts in environmental and other legal requirements (e.g.,
low sulfur coal). or decreased availability of substitute minerals (e.g., coal, oil shale,
and geothermal steam as substitutes for oil and gas). 162

Each application for a competitive lease must be accompanied by a $10 filing fee
(except that no fee is required for competitive geothermal or oil and gas leases] and the
first year's rental.  All leases must be taken in reasonably compact form accordinx to
the legal subdivisions of the public land surveys or, if not surveyed, by a special
survey, The maximum size of each lease is 2,560 acres, except for sulfur or oil and gas
leases (640 acres), oil shale, native asphalt, or tar sand leases (5, 120 acres), and coal
leases (no maximum size, but each logical mining unit is limited to 25,000 acres). 164

leases are noted on the official land tract books and maps.

b. Acquiring Development and Production Tenure Through Successful
Exploration in Areas Where Mineral Deposits Were Not Known to Exist:
Preference-Right Leases and Noncompetitive Leases
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noncompetitive lease, depending on the mineral. As was discussed in subsection
C(3)(a), a prospecting permit or noncompetitive lease authorizing exclusive exploration
of a tract of land for a specified leasable mineral is issued to the first applicant.

The law generally provides that the holder of a prospecting permit “shall be en-
titled to a lease for any or all of the land embraced in the prospecting permit” upon
showing to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior “that valuable deposits of
[the mineral covered by the permit] have been discovered by the permittee within the
area covered by his permit” and, for sulfur, sodium, or potassium permits, “that such
land is chiefly valuable therefor. ”165 The lease that is issued as the result of such a
discovery is called a preference-right lease. A preference-right lease will be issued
only if there has been a discovery of a valuable deposit of the mineral specified in the
permit; discovery of a valuable deposit of some other mineral will not suffice.’”) Thus, a
preference-right hardrock mineral lease apparently will not be issued unless there has
been discovery of a valuable deposit of the dominant hardrock mineral or minerals re-
quired to be specified in the permit, 167

The provision authorizing issuance of coal prospecting permits was repealed in
1976, 168 but there are still many pending applications for preference-right coal leases
based on asserted discoveries of valuable deposits of coal under permits issued prior
to 1976.1’”

The “valuable deposit” criterion for issuance of a preference-right lease is the
same criterion that determines the validity of mining claims located under the Mining
Law. 170 Thus, there is no right to a lease unless the permittee can show that the deposit
can be presently mined and marketed at a profit, using available technology, and tak-
ing all costs (extraction, processing, transportation, environmental protection, reha-
bilitation, marketing, etc. ) and even financing arrangements into account,’” As is the
case under the Mining Law, the use of the criterion can create considerable uncertain-
ty with respect to acquisition of development and production tenure, since costs and
mineral prices are often unpredictable.

Additional uncertainty is created by the requirement that sulfur, sodium, or po-
tassium permitters show that the land is “chiefly valuable” for the mineral deposit
before a preference-right lease can be issued. This requirement apparently expressly
incorporates the “comparative value” test for granting development and production
rights—that is, the land must be more valuable for mineral production than for non-
mineral purposes, 172 It has been suggested that the comparative value test is implicitly
applicable to all preference-right lease applications, and that it was explicitly referred
to for sulfur, sodium, and potassium only as a result of the history of land classification
and withdrawals. 173
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Acquisition of development and production tenure by means of a prospecting per-
mit followed by a preference-right lease is made even more uncertain because the Sec-
retary of the Interior can and does wait until an asserted discovery has been made
before deciding what rental, royalty, environmental protection, and other provisions
should be inserted in the lease. 174 Except for statutory restrictions on rentals and royal-
ties for certain minerals, ]-’ the Secretary has wide discretion to insert whatever lease
provisions are necessary “for the protection of the interests of the United States, for
the prevention of monopoly, and for the safeguarding of the public welfare,’’’’” even if
such provisions might make it technically or economically impossible to develop and
produce the discovered deposit, 177 Theoretically, then, exploration under a prospecting
permit must proceed in almost complete ignorance of what the development-and-pro-
duction-lease provisions will be if a valuable mineral deposit is discovered. In practice,
however, the serious uncertainty that could result from such ignorance has been
avoided in the past by the use of standard lease forms with rentals and royalties a t or
near the statutory minimums and weak (if any) surface protection requirements. 178 

However, there is no assurance that this practice will continue, particularly with
respect to surface protection requirements. The Secretary’s ability to manipulate
lease provisions also allows him to manipulate the valuable deposit determination, be-
cause the cost of complying with lease provisions must be taken into account in deter-
mining whether a deposit can be presently mined at a profit. 179

Lastly, even if the permittee can prove that he has discovered a valuable deposit
and, if necessary, that the land is chiefly valuable therefor, he may have only a pre-
ferred right to a development-and-production lease, if one is issued, rather than an
absolute right to demand a lease, even though the relevant sections state that the per-
mittee “shall be entitled to a lease. ” The legislative history of these sections is replete
with statements that the permit tee obtains a ‘‘preference right to a lease. ”180 The rele-
vant regulations and the standard prospecting permit form have consistently referred
to the lease rewarded for discovery under a permit as a “preference right” lease. ’t{]
The Bureau of Land Management, which is responsible for the issuance of mineral
leases, defines “preference right” as:

The right of an individual applicant, or class of applicants, to apply for public
lands or resources prior to the general public or to assert claims superior to those of
other applicants. if{:

In cases involving preferential rights to mineral leases given to persons other than
prospecting permitters, the Department of the Interior has clearly held that a prefer-
ence right to a lease is not an absolute right, but only a right of first refusal if the Gov-
ernment decides to lease the land. 183 This is the usual interpretation of preference
rights under the Federal land laws. There are indications that it is the interpretation
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that was meant to be applied to preference-right mineral leases resulting from pros-
pecting permits. ’H’ In practice, however, leases have been routinely granted to pros-
pecting permitters who have discovered valuable mineral deposits. Not until recently
has this practice been challenged, and the issue is still unresolved. 185

Development and production tenure under noncompetitive geothermal or oil-and-
gas leases is much more certain, since it is granted along with the initial grant of explo-
ration tenure. An explorer who obtains a competitive or noncompetitive geothermal or
oil-and-gas lease obtains the right to explore for, develop, and produce any geothermal
resource or oil or gas deposit, respectively, during the term of the lease, There is no
valuable deposit criterion to be satisfied after exploration and prior to development
and production, and the lease provisions governing development and production are
established together with those governing exploration at the beginning of the lease
term.

Each application for a preference-right lease must be accompanied by the first
year’s rental ($1 per acre, but not less than $20 total, for hardrock minerals; $0.50 per
acre for sulfur; $0.25 per acre for all other minerals). 186 There is no filing fee. 187

The maximum size of each preference-right lease or noncompetitive lease for a
particular mineral is the same as for competitive leases of the same mineral (see sub-
section a immediately above), except noncompetitive oil and gas leases are limited to
2,560 acres while competitive oil and gas leases are limited to 640 acres.

c. Maintaining Development and Production Tenure

Lease periods and other provisions relating to maintenance of development and
production tenure vary considerably for the different leasable minerals, with no readi-
ly apparent reason (other than historical) for most of the differences. For the most
part, however, the provisions applicable to leases of a particular mineral are the same
whether the leases are competitive, noncompetitive, or preference-right leases.

With only a few exceptions, the lease provisions for each leasable mineral are in-
adequate to assure diligent development and commencement of production. They also
create uncertainty with respect to the long-term continuation of production rights.

(i) Lease Periods and Adjustment of Lease Provisions. The lease period for each
leasable mineral is presented in table 4,2. The table also indicates whether and under
what conditions a renewal or extension may be obtained for leases that have fixed pri-
mary periods, and whether and how often the Secretary of
lease provisions to accommodate changed circumstances.

Coal leases issued prior to August 4, 1976, and all
leases are issued for indeterminate periods—that is, they

the Interior may adjust the

phosphate and potassium
last indefinitely as long as
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Table 4.2— Lease Tenure: Lease Period and Adjustability of Lease Provisions

I
Mineral leased

Phosphate or
potassium

Coal leased
before 8/4/76
after 8 ‘3/76

011 shale

01 I or gas

Geothermal steam

SuIfur

Sodium

Hard rock minerals

InitiIal lease period
(primary period)

Indetermlnate (20yrs.
and so long thereafter
as terms compiled
with)

Indeterminate
20 years, but termi-
nates after 10 years
if no production

Can be Indeter-
minate, but 20 years
for prototype leases

20 years

Max I mum of 20 years
u rider reguIations

Extension of Initial Preferential right to
lease period renew lease

For successive 20-
year periods

For successive 10
year periods

Adjustment of lease I
provisions I

May be adjusted
every 20 years

Every 20 years
End of primary term
and every 10 years
t hereafter

Prototype leases
every 20 years

Upon each renewal

Upon each renewal

the terms and conditions of the lease are complied with. 188 The terms and conditions of
each lease are subject to reasonable readjustment by the Secretary of the Interior a t
the end of each 20-year period, Recently, the Secretary has promulgated regulations
that apparently require that each coal lease adjusted after August 4, 1976, be limited
to a 20-year period and so long thereafter as coal is produced annually in commercial
quantities. 189

A coal lease issued on or after August 4, 1976, is limited by law to 20 years and so
long thereafter as coal is produced annually in commercial quantities. It will be termi-
nated at the end of 10 years if i t is not by then producing coal in commercial quantities,
and its terms are subject to readjustment at the end of the initial 20-year period and a t
the end of each 20-year period thereafter. 190
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Coal leases issued or adjusted after August 4, 1976, are therefore now similar to
leases of the other leasable fuel minerals. For example, the prototype oil-shale leases
issued in 1974 were issued for 20 years and so long thereafter as production in com-
mercial quantities is maintained, and they are subject to readjustment every 20
years. 191 It is likely that future oil-shale leases will be issued on similar terms, even
though the law allows (but does not require) leases of oil shale, native asphalt, solid
and semisolid bitumen, and bituminous rock to be issued for indeterminate periods. 192

Similarly, oil and gas leases are issued for initial periods of 5 years if issued com-
petitively, or 10 years if issued noncompetitively, and so long thereafter as there is a
well on the lease producing or capable of producing in paying quantities, or being re-
worked or redrilled after having produced in paying quantities. The initial period is ex-
tended for 2 years if drilling is underway at the end of the period.’” The law does not
provide for adjustment of the lease terms and conditions.

Geothermal leases are issued for an initial period of 10 years and are extended
for an additional period of up to 40 years so long as geothermal steam is being pro-
duced or utilized in commercial quantities, The initial 10-year period is extended for 5
years if drilling is underway at the end of the period, and a lessee has a preferential
right to renew the lease for another 40 years after the end of the first 50 years. Geo-
thermal lease provisions other than rental and royalty rates are subject to readjust-
ment every 10 years beginning 10 years after geothermal steam is produced; rentals
and royalties are subject to readjustment every 20 years beginning 35 years after geo-
thermal steam is produced. 194

By regulation, hardrock minerals are leased for a maximum initial period of 20
years with an unconditional right to renew for successive 10-year periods. In effect,
therefore, hardrock leases are issued for indeterminate periods, like phosphate and
potassium leases and pre-1976 coal leases. Hardrock leases are subject to readjust-
ment each time they are renewed. 195

Sodium leases must be issued for an initial period of 20 years with only a prefer-
ential right to renew for successive 10-year periods. The length of sulfur leases is not
specified in the law, but the regulations apparently require them to be issued for an
initial period of 20 years with a preferential right to renew for successive 20-year peri-
ods. Sodium and sulfur leases are subject to readjustment each time they are re-
newed. 196

None of the lease periods discussed above is by itself sufficient to assure prompt
development. Actual mineral deposits, including even hardrock mineral deposits, nor-
mally can be developed in a few (1 to 5) years; they rarely require more than 15
years. 197 Yet phosphate, potassium, hardrock, or unadjusted pre-1976 coal leases con-
tinue indefinitely with no provision for automatic termination for failure to develop or
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produce within a certain number of years. Similarly, sodium and sulfur leases last for
an initial period of 20 years, and the lessee then has a preferential right over all other
potential lessees to renew for additional periods whether or not development or pro-
duction has occurred.

The continuation of fuel mineral leases, including coal leases issued or adjusted
on or after August 4, 1976, is conditioned on commencement of production 198 after a
certain number of years. But the number of years specified for coal (10 years) or oil
and gas (12 years for noncompetitive leases, 7 years for competitive leases) is several
times the normal I- to 3-year period required for development of these minerals. 199 ( A
few of the years allowed in excess of the normal time required for diligent development
may be required for completion of detailed exploration in advance of development,
particularly for noncompetitive oil and gas leases. 200) The 15 years for geothermal
steam and 20 years for oil shale may more closely reflect the time currently required
for development of these minerals, given the serious technological and environmental
problems yet to be solved prior to substantial production of either mineral.’’” But these
periods could also be longer than normally required when and if the problems are
solved.

Development times in excess of 10 years are almost always the result of delays in
starting up or continuing development—delays due to lack of capital, markets, suffi-
cient high-grade ore, technology, production capacity, infrastructure, desired profit
margin, or required environmental clearances 202 rather than time actually spent on
development. The Secretary of the Interior may authorize suspension of operations
and may extend the lease period in many of these instances. 203 It is not clear that delays
in some of the remaining instances are in the public interest—for example, delayed
development due to lack of capital to finance development, or due to abundant re-
serves of ore in more profitable mines owned by the same company, when another
company would be willing and able to begin development immediately.

Some deposits, however, may require much more than the normal time to develop
because of their low grade, geologic complexity, depth, or geographic remoteness. A
maximum period of 5 or even 10 years for completion of development and commence-
ment of production could prevent or negate good faith efforts to develop such deposits.

It is not possible to establish a required period for starting mineral production
that will assure diligent development of the easier-to-develop deposits without preclud-
ing development of the harder-to-develop ones. Nevertheless, some maximum limita-
tion—for example, 15 or 20 years— on the time allowed to complete mineral develop-
ment and commence (or be capable of commencing) production seems advisable to pre-
vent indefinite holding of Government land without development. At present, only the
fuel mineral leases contain such a limitation.204

The lease period could be used to assure diligent development if it were condi-
tioned on commencement of substantial development activity within a very few years
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after issuance of a lease, and continuation of such activity until production is possible,
subject to extensions or suspensions authorized by the Secretary of the Interior. But no
mineral leases at present contain such a condition, Geothermal and oil and gas leases
require that drilling be underway at the end of a certain number of years unless there
is a well on the leased land capable of producing (see table 4.2). But the drilling re-
quirement is more of an exploration requirement than a development requirement; it
does not come into play until 5 or 10 years have elapsed and it does not require that the
drilling be continued until there is a well capable of producing.

Conditions placed on the lease period to assure diligent production are also a
problem, The fuel mineral leases are generally extended after their primary period
only as long as the mineral under lease is produced annually in commercial quantities
(oil and gas leases are also extended as long as there is a well capable of producing in
paying quantities, unless the Secretary orders that the well be produced). The nonfuel
mineral leases contain no such condition on the continuation of the lease period. (See
table 4.2. )

The requirement of annual production for the fuel mineral leases can result in in-
efficient production, In any given year, the price of the mineral may be insufficient to
cover the production costs, or greater profits may be possible if production is delayed
to some future time when the mineral will be more valuable or the cost of producing it
will be less. In these and other situations, not involving monopolistic or oligopolistic
practices, efficiency and mineral conservation are served by postponing production.
The Secretary has the authority to authorize suspension of operations and production
under, and extension of the term of, any mineral lease, in the interest of conserva-
tion. 205 Thus he can suspend the annual production requirement in the sorts of situa-
tions mentioned above. Nevertheless, the procedure is cumbersome, and the lessee can
never be sure the Secretary will actually authorize the suspension, especially when
the suspension is sought in anticipation of higher profits in the future.

On the other hand, the absence of any production-related condition on the lease
periods for the nonfuel minerals206 may allow Government land to be held for indeter-
minate periods without production, resulting in indefinite prolongation of unreclaimed
damage to nonmineral resources and uncompensated interference with land use and
land management planning.207

A possible solution might be the uniform adoption of the production-conditioned
lease periods currently specified for the fuel minerals, with an added provision allow-
ing the lessee to choose to pay substantial advance royalties in lieu of production dur-
ing any 1 or more years after development has been completed. The completion of de-
velopment is usually the best guarantee of timely and efficient mineral production, The
substantial costs of preparing the lease for production can be recouped only by start-
ing up and continuing production. Ordinarily, the lessee will want to recoup these costs
and turn a profit as soon as possible. But he could choose to delay production in the in-
terest of efficiency by paying the required advance royalty. Since it is an advance
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royalty and can be credited against future royalties due on actual production, it should
not significantly affect the efficient timing of production. It will, however, discourage a
lessee from holding on to a lease that will not be produced again for many years, if
ever,

Other provisions related to the lease period also create uncertainty with respect
to the long-term continuation of production rights. Lessees of geothermal steam, sodi-
um, or sulfur have only a preferential right to renew their leases after the end of the
initial lease period. The Secretary may refuse to renew a lease for these minerals if he
does not wish mineral operations to continue on the leased land. The resulting uncer-
tainty is not a major problem for geothermal steam leases, since the initial lease period
covers up to 50 years, but the sodium and sulfur leases have initial periods of only 20
years (see table 4.2).

Apart from the renewal provisions, uncertainty is created by the provisions for
periodic adjustment of lease terms and conditions, Leases for each leasable mineral
other than oil or gas208 are subject to such adjustment, generally at the end of the first
20 years of the lease and every 10 or 20 years thereafter, depending on the mineral
(see table 4.2). Geothermal steam leases are not subject to adjustment until 10 years
after production has been achieved, and rentals and royalties for such leases cannot
be adjusted until 35 years after production has been achieved. The Secretary’s power
to adjust lease terms and conditions cannot be exercised arbitrarily or capriciously,
but it nevertheless creates uncertainty regarding the nature and profitability of future
production rights.

(ii) Work Requirements. Leases for some minerals are subject to specific work re-
quirements that can, at the option of the Secretary of the Interior, result in cancella-
tion of a lease if they are not complied with. For example, coal leases have always been
subject to the conditions of diligent development and continued operation of the mine
or mines, except when such operation is interrupted by strikes, the elements, or
casualties not attributable to the lessee.209 Until very recently, however, the phrases
“diligent development” and “continued operation” were not defined or elaborated by
the Secretary of the Interior, and in the absence of such definition or elaboration, the
Secretary was unwilling to cancel leases for failure to comply with the conditions,
even when leases had been held for 10 years or more with neither development nor
production.’”) Moreover, as is discussed more fully below, the Secretary has permitted
payment of advance royalties in lieu of compliance with the requirement of continued
operation.

Regulations issued by the Secretary in 1976 define “diligent coal development” as
timely preparation for and initiation of production so that commercial quantities of
coal are produced within 10 years of issuance of the lease if the lease was issued after
August 3, 1976, or within 10 years of June 1, 1976, if the lease was issued prior to
August 4, 1976, Substantial extensions of time are permitted for leases issued prior to
August 4, 1976.211 “Commercial quantities” is defined as one-fortieth (2.5 percent) of
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the lease (or logical mining unit) reserves for leases issued before August 4, 1976, and
as 1 percent of the reserves for leases issued after August 3, 1976.212 Leases issued on
or after August 4, 1976, shall be terminated, as required by recent amendments to the
law, if they do not produce within 10 years, but leases issued prior to August 4, 1976,
are subject under the regulations only to possible cancellation in whole or part for lack
of diligent development.213

In effect, the Secretary has nullified the diligent development requirement for
coal leases issued after August 3, 1976, by equating it with the independent require-
ment, under the law, of obtaining production on such leases within 10 years after their
issuance, The diligent development requirement for leases issued prior to August 4,
1976, is even weaker, There is no requirement for any coal lease, whenever issued,
that any development activity ever be undertaken— a lease can be held for 10 years (or
longer if issued prior to August 3, 1976) ’1’ without doing anything and can then be
abandoned. Some incentive for “early” (within 10 years) development or abandonment
of coal leases may be provided by the requirement under the law that no new coal
lease be issued to anyone who has an outstanding coal lease that has been held for at
least 10 years after August 4, 1976, and is not producing coal in commercial quan-
tities. 215 But the restriction apparently does not apply to leases for which advance
royalties are being paid.216

The 1976 regulations define “continued operation” of a coal lease as the produc-
tion of 1 percent of the coal reserves in each of the first 2 years after diligent develop-
ment has been achieved, and an average of 1 percent per year, calculated over 3-year
periods, thereafter.217 However, as discussed more fully below, the Secretary has sub-
stituted payment of advance royalties for the continued operation requirement. 218

Nevertheless, as was discussed above, annual production in commercial quantities is
necessary to maintain a coal lease issued or adjusted on or after August 4, 1976, once
the first 20 years of the lease have elapsed. Payment of advance royalties does not af-
fect this requirement related to the lease period.

Any coal lease, whenever issued, included within a logical mining unit (an area of
land in which the coal resources can be developed in an efficient, economical, and or-
derly manner as a unit, with due regard to conservation of coal reserves and other re-
sources) must be completely mined —that is, all its reserves must be produced—within
40 years after approval of the mining plan for that unit.219 By regulation, the Secretary
has made every coal lease by itself a logical mining unit.220 But the regulation maybe in-
valid with respect to leases issued before August 4, 1976, when the statutory provision
authorizing creation of logical mining units was enacted. 221
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The lease form for hardrock minerals on acquired land has a provision requiring
the lessee to “carry on operations under this lease with reasonable diligence and to
begin operations within months and to continue production thereafter unless
operations are interrupted by strikes, the elements, or casualties not attributable to
the lessee. ”222 The form has generally been filled in to require commencement of pro-
duction within a period of around 96 months (8 years), but the provision also permits
the lessor to grant reasonable extensions of time for commencement of production, and
such extensions have been granted for at least some of the lead leases in Missouri. 223

As with coal leases, there is no requirement that development be commenced within
any specified period of time.

Both geothermal and oil and gas leases are subject to regulations and lease provi-
sions requiring the lessee to drill wells ordered by the Secretary of the Interior to in-
sure proper and timely development and production, but this authority has been used
only to prevent waste or drainage of the leased minerals rather than to assure diligent
development. 224

The only leasable minerals for which there are requirements relating to timely
commencement and continuation of development activities, and not just completion of
development after a longer-than-normally-required period, are geothermal steam and
oil shale.

As was discussed more fully in subsection C(3)(b), beginning in the sixth year of a
geothermal steam lease, escalating exploration expenditure requirements are tied to
escalating rental requirements, and expenditures during the first 5 years of the lease,
or in excess of the minimum required expenditures in the sixth and each succeeding
year, may be credited against I) required expenditures for future years or 2) the esca-
lating portion of the required rentals. The net effect is a work requirement of approx-
imately $5 per acre (with the option to pay $1 of the $5 to the Government rather than
spending it on work) for the sixth year of the lease, which escalates $3 per acre each
succeeding year until a work requirement of approximately $17 per acre (of which $5
can be paid to the Government rather than being spent on work) is reached for the 10th
year. The requirement then escalates $1 per year until a maximum work requirement
of $22 per acre (of which $10 can be paid to the Government rather than being spent
on work) is reached for the 15th year. Extra work can be “banked” and applied to
work requirements in future years,

Although the escalating work requirement for geothermal leases is stated in terms
of exploration expenditures, it applies to all lease operations and continues until pro-
duction in commercial quantities is attained. It therefore covers the development stage
as well as the exploration stage. It was noted in subsection C(3)(b) that the amount of
annual work required is quite small compared to the hundreds of dollars per acre per
year required on the average for actual detailed exploration. The work requirement is
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even more inadequate during the development stage, when costs average thousands of
dollars per acre per year.225

The prototype oil shale leases issued in 1974 require submission of a detailed de-
velopment plan by the end of the third year of each lease. The plan must include a
schedule of all activities to be conducted under the lease, and a requirement that the
lessee use all “due diligence” in the orderly development of the leased deposits. The
leasee must attain production at the minimum rate specified for minimum royalty pur-
poses (see below) “at as early a time as is consistent with compliance with all the pro-
visions of this lease. ” A plan acceptable to the Secretary must be submitted within 2
years after submission of the original plan, less periods during which a submitted plan
is being reviewed by the Secretary. Failure to submit an acceptable plan is grounds for
termination of the lease, if the Secretary so elects, On approval of the plan, the lessee
“shall proceed to develop the Leased Deposits in accordance with the approved
plan. ”226 The Secretary may initiate court proceedings for forfeiture and cancellation
of a lease if the lessee fails to comply with any of the terms and conditions of the ap-
proved plan, and if such failure continues for 30 days after service of notice by the
Secretary. 227 It is not clear, however, whether the lessee’s proposed schedule for devel-
opment is a “term or condition” of the development plan, If it is, then the oil shale
lessee’s tenure depends not only on completion but also on commencement and contin-
uation of development activities within certain specified times during the initial lease
period, subject to waiver or suspension of such requirements by the Secretary of the
Interior. (Suspensions were authorized for all the prototype leases in 1977. ) The times,
however, are specified by the lessee, and they maybe vague or open-ended,

Apparently, the development plan requirement for the prototype oil shale leases
was designed mainly to control surface and other environmental impacts rather than
to assure diligent development. Primary reliance was placed on certain economic in-
centives to assure diligent development. 228 Chief among these economic incentives is
the lease provision allowing the lessee to credit development expenditures incurred
during the first 4 years of the lease against the bonus installments due at the end of the
third and fourth years.229 Bonuses ranging from $45 million to more than $210 million
were bid on the prototype leases, 230 payable in five installments due, respectively, at
the beginning of the lease and each year thereafter for the first 4 years of the lease.
The installments due at the end of the third and fourth years can be avoided if a lease
is surrendered or relinquished prior to the end of the third year. Otherwise, the tens of
millions of dollars included in these last two installments must either be paid to the
Government or expended on development operations. Ordinarily, a lessee will make
every effort to spend the money on productive operations rather than pay it to the Gov-
ernment. The bonus credit provision is thus a strong incentive for early, substantial
development activity,

Incentives for diligent development after the first 4 years of an oil shale lease are
provided by the provision for crediting development expenditures against required
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minimum royalties. A minimum royalty, due whether or not there has been actual pro-
duction, is specified for the sixth and succeeding years of each lease, based on a pre-
determined production rate of approximately 1,000 to 2,000 tons for the sixth year,
which increases by a like amount each succeeding year through the 15th year, and
then remains the same through the 20th year, at which time the lease terms may be re-
adjusted. Development expenditures made between the date of approval of the devel-
opment plan and the end of the 10th lease year, and not already credited against the
last two bonus installments, may be credited against the minimum royalties due in the
6th through 10th lease years.231 For the 6th through the 10th years, then, the minimum
royalty requirement is, in effect, an escalating development expenditure requirement
similar to the escalating exploration and development expenditure requirement ap-
plicable to geothermal steam leases discussed above. In both cases, there is a very
strong incentive to spend the money on development rather than “throw it down the
drain” by paying it to the Government. And the sums required for oil shale leases are
more substantial than those required for geothermal steam leases. Assuming a prede-
termined production rate (for minimum royalty purposes) of 1,000 tons of shale oil per
day in the sixth year, increasing by 1,000 tons per day each succeeding year through
the 15th year, the expenditure requirement (minimum royalty) at the basic lease royal-
ty rate of $0.12 per ton would be $43,800 in the sixth year and $219,000 in the 10th
year. However, these sums are still rather small compared to the tens of millions of dol-
lars per year required for normal mineral development. 232 Moreover, there is a coun-
tervailing incentive not to complete development and commence production prior to the
end of the 10th year, since the lessee cannot credit development expenditures against
the first $10,000 of minimum royalty due in the sixth or any subsequent lease year if
there is actual production in that year.’{{

Although development expenditures cannot be credited against minimum royal-
ties due in the 11th through 20th years of an oil shale lease, the minimum royalties for
these years provide some incentive for prompt development. They will be money
“down the drain’” unless actual production is commenced so that they can be credited
against actual royalties due. Under the minimum production schedule assumed in the
previous paragraph, the minimum royalty in the 11th and succeeding years would rise
from $262,800 in the 11th year to $438,000 in each of the 15th through 20th years.

(iii) Rentals, Minimum Royalties, and Advance Royalties. Other than the lease
periods and the specific production, expenditure, or other work-related requirements
discussed so far in this subsection, the only lease provisions directly relevant to main-
taining development and production tenure are the rental, minimum royalty, and ad-
vance royalty provisions.

Each mineral lease is conditioned on the payment of an annual rental, but the
rentals are too low to act as an effective incentive for mineral development and pro-
duction. Rentals for sodium or potassium leases are fixed by law at $0.25 per acre for
the first year of the lease, $0.50 per acre for each of the second through fifth years,
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and $1 per acre for each succeeding year.234 Rentals for sulfur, oil shale, native
asphalt, solid or semisolid bitumen, or bituminous rock leases are fixed at $0.50 per
acre each year.235 Rentals for phosphate leases must be at least $0.25 per acre the first
year, $0.50 per acre for each of the second and third years, and $1 per acre for each
succeeding year. 236 Rentals for coal leases must be at least $0.25 per acre the first
year, $0.50 per acre for each of the second through fifth years, and $1 per acre for
each succeeding year (no rental is required after the fifth year for coal leases issued
after August 3, 1976).237 Rentals for hardrock mineral leases must be at least $1 per
acre, but not less than $20 total, each year.238 Rentals for oil and gas leases must be at
least $0,50 per acre each year.239 Rentals for geothermal steam leases must be at least
$1 per acre each year.240

Even for those minerals for which minimum rather than fixed rentals are speci-
fied, the Department of the Interior has kept the actual rentals at or near the specified
minimums. Rentals for noncompetitive oil and gas leases have only recently been
raised to $1 per acre, and rentals for competitive oil and gas leases are set at $2 per
acre. 241 Similar rentals are set for geothermal steam leases (taking into account only
the basic rental, not the escalating portion that is in effect a work requirement).242 Ren-
tals for phosphate leases in the fourth and subsequent years have been set at $3.50 per
acre in some recent leases.243 Coal leases issued between 1970 and 1973 generally have
rentals of $1 per acre for each of the first 5 years and $2 to $13 per acre for the sixth
and each succeeding year, depending on the quantity and quality of the coal.244 For coal
leases issued since April 1973, the Department has essentially replaced the rental for
the sixth and each succeeding year with a minimum advance royalty based on the
quantity and quality of the coal (see below).245

A rental rate of even $4 per acre would amount to a total annual lease rental of
just over $10,000 on even the largest (for most minerals) permissible lease of 2,560
acres. Smaller leases would require even less total yearly rental. The fixed or actual
rental for most existing leases never exceeds $1 per acre, or $2,560 per year for the
largest lease. These rental rates are insignificant compared to the tens of millions of
dollars required for actual development of a lease,246 and they therefore have little or
no effect on the decision whether or when to develop, as can be seen by the production
history of oil and gas,247 coal, 248 and other249 mineral leases.

Yet, as is the case with exploration,250 rentals set at a level comparable to the
costs of actual development would greatly increase total costs to the lessee during the
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development stage without adding to the funds actually used for development. In ef-
fect, development costs would be artificially inflated to such an extent as to preclude
efficient development. Rentals set too low to significantly affect costs provide no incen-
tive for diligent development, but if they are set high enough to significantly affect
costs they will preclude efficient development,

Straight rentals, therefore, seem to be an inappropriate device for assuring dili-
gent mineral development. However, they can be very important for efficient land use
and management if they are viewed, as may have been originally intended, as charges
for the use of the land rather than as charges to ensure diligent mineral activity.:”

The primary means for assuring diligent development of and continued production
from phosphate, potassium, sodium, and sulfur leases is the requirement of payment of
royalty on a minimum annual production beginning in the fourth year of a phosphate
lease or the sixth year of a potassium, sodium, or sulfur lease. The requirement is im-
posed by law for phosphate and potassium leases and by regulation for sodium and
sulfur leases. 252 But it has been nullified in practice, because the minimum royalty for a
lease is invariably set at the same level as the annual rental, and rentals for a given
year can be credited against the royalties due in that year, In effect, therefore, there is
only a rental and no minimum royalty.253

Rentals on oil and gas leases are replaced by a minimum royalty of $1 per acre per
year after there has been a discovery of oil or gas in paying quantities.”) ’ Similarly, the
escalating rental and expenditure requirements in geothermal steam leases are re-
placed by a minimum royalty of $2 per acre per year after commencement of produc-
tion in commercial quantities.255 These charges relate to the production rather than the
development stage, and they are too small to act as an incentive for actual production.

Even if minimum royalties were based on calculations of minimum actual reason-
able production, as was intended by Congress for phosphate and potassium, rather
than designed as rental substitutes, it is not clear that the required payments would be
sufficient to assure diligent development. One estimate of the royalty for reasonable
minimum annual production from a phosphate lease in 1976 amounted to only about
$23 per acre,256 a figure still well below the thousands of dollars per acre per year re-
quired, on the average, for actual mineral development.’” A lessee would not be likely
to commence development or production solely in order to avoid payment of the mini-
mum royalty.

Both rentals and minimum royalties are credited against actual royalties due in
the same year. They therefore provide at least some incentive for early commencement
of production, because, until production is commenced, rental and minimum royalty
payments are “water down the drain” and cannot be credited against future royalties
due on actual production. The longer production is delayed, the longer there will be in
effect double payments for future actual production. As noted immediately above,
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however, the dollar amount going “down the drain” may be too small to significantly
affect development and production decisions.

The minimum royalties required for the prototype oil shale leases were designed
to provide more substantial incentives for development. Due initially in the sixth lease
year, the minimum royalty escalates from several tens of thousands of dollars in the
sixth year to several hundred thousand dollars in the 15th through 20th years, and de-
velopment expenditures may be credited against the minimum royalties due in the 6th
through 10th years. In effect, the minimum royalties for the 6th through 10th years
constitute an escalating development work requirement, while the minimum royalties
for the 1th through 20th years are “water down the drain” unless production has
been commenced. However, both the work requirement and the straight minimum roy-
alty are fairly small compared to the costs required for actual development.

Minimum royalties are also required for coal leases, not as a primary lease condi-
tion but as a substitute, in the Secretary’s discretion, for the primary lease condition of
continued operation of the mine.258 The Secretary has consistently issued coal leases
permitting payment of minimum royalties in lieu of continued operation and, until re-
cently, had nullified the minimum royalty requirement by, as in the case of the nonfuel
leasable minerals, setting the minimum royalty equal to the annual rental. Beginning in
1973, however, the minimum royalty established for new leases has been based on a
predetermined rate of production for the sixth and succeeding years of the lease,259

and an amendment to the law in 1976 explicitly requires that the minimum royalty on
coal leases issued after August 3, 1976 “be no less than the production royally which
would otherwise be paid and . . . be computed on a fixed reserve to production ratio”
determined by the Secretary .2’)’) Current regulations issued by the Secretary of the In-
terior require payment of a minimum royalty beginning in the sixth year of a lease on
an annual number of tons of coal sufficient to exhaust the leased reserves in 40 years
from the date of issuance of the lease, if the lease was issued after May 28, 1976.
Leases issued prior to 1976 but after 1973 contain a similar requirement. All leases
issued prior to May 29, 1976 will be subject to a similar payment requirement begin-
ning the year after their next readjustment, but no sooner than May 28, 1982. The pro-
duction schedule underlying the required payments for such leases must be one that
would be sufficient to exhaust the leased reserves within 40 years after May 29, 1976
if production had actually commenced on that date. 261

These minimum royalty requirements will not assure diligent development of coal
leases, One calculation for a 241-acre lease issued after 1973 but prior to 1976 esti-
mated minimum royalty payments of $10,000 to $20,000 a year,262 still considerably
less than the tens of millions of dollars required for actual development of a coal
mine. 263 Moreover, the minimum royalties for coal leases, unlike those for the nonfuel
mineral leases discussed above, are advance royalties: they are credited against ac-
tual royalties due on future production and not just against actual royalties due in the
same year.264 Hence, the coal advance royalties are not “water down the drain, ” nor do
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they result in double payments for future actual production. They are simply payments
in advance of actual royalties due on future production. Nothing is lost by paying the
advance royalty rather than producing the corresponding amount of coal: in either
case the same sum has to be paid, and the sum so paid will count as actual royalty on
the corresponding amount of coal whenever that coal is produced. ’b’

Thus, the advance royalty requirement for coal leases provides minimal incentive
for speedier development or continuous operation by those who plan on producing coal
eventually, and it provides only a slight incentive for surrender of leases by those who
do not plan to produce but are rather speculating on profits from sale of their leases.
The advance royalty requirement has been strengthened somewhat by Congress for
coal leases issued after August 3, 1976. For such leases, advance royalties may be ac-
cepted in lieu of continued operation for no more than an aggregate of 10 years, and no
advance royalty paid during the initial 20 years of a lease can be credited against roy-
alties due on coal produced in the 21st or succeeding years. 266 But these restrictions
provide very little added incentive for diligent development.

E. Payments for Mineral Value

1. Placing Mineral Value Payments in Perspective

Almost invariably, one of the issues considered most important, if not the most im-
portant, in any debate on Federal mineral disposal policy is the issue of payments to
the Government for the value of the minerals produced from Federal land by private
parties. However, from the perspective of efficiency and fairness in the management
of Federal land and its mineral and nonmineral resources, the issue of payments for
mineral value is much less important than issues involving other types of payments
that might be required— for example, payments for loss of or damage to nonmineral
values caused by mineral activities, or payments designed to assure diligent mineral
activity.

A particular mineral activity is efficient if and only if the value of the produced
mineral is at least equal to the costs of exploring for, developing, and producing the
mineral. The costs that must be considered include not only the direct costs in salaries
and material of finding and producing a mineral deposit, but also the costs imposed on
other activities and land uses as a result of the mineral activity. For example, a private
farmowner will not undertake mineral activity on his own farm unless the gross in-
come from the mineral activity is expected to cover not only the direct costs of that ac-
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tivity but also the net income from farming that will be lost as a result of the disturb-
ance of the land by the mineral activity. And the farmer’s mineral activity will not be
efficient unless the gross income from mineral production is sufficient to cover not only
his direct mineral costs plus his loss of farm income, but also any neighbor’s loss in
farm (or other) income due to, for example, destruction, interruption, or degradation of
the common water supply. Otherwise, resources are being wasted: a higher net income
would be achieved in the area without the mineral activity.

Not only efficiency, but also equity or fairness usually demands that costs im-
posed on others by a particular activity be paid by the party engaged in and profiting
from that activity. Thus, payments by private parties engaged in mineral activities on
Federal land for losses of or damage to nonmineral resources, on or off Federal land,
caused by their activities are necessary for efficient and equitable resource use and
land management.

Similarly, as was discussed in sections C and D, payments or “holding charges”
may be required to assure diligent mineral activity and to free Federal mineral land
for use by others when the current occupant is “sitting on” the land, although such
payments must be structured very carefully to avoid wasteful, overly rapid, or other-
wise inefficient mineral activities,

Payments for the value of the mineral itself, however, are not necessarily re-
quired to assure efficient and equitable Federal resource management. In fact, they
may cause inefficiencies and inequities if they are not properly designed. It is both in-
efficient and inequitable to require a mineral explorer-producer to share with some-
one else that portion of the value of the mineral as produced and sold that represents
the costs of finding, developing, and producing the mineral—that is, the value added to
the mineral in the ground by the expenditures of the mineral explorer-producer rather
than the value of the mineral deposit itself. Moreover, mineral activity will not occur
unless the mineral explorer-producer is allowed to retain a minimum profit—at least
equal to the net income that could have been made from some alternative investment—
in addition to recovering his expenditures.

Any value of the mineral, as produced, in excess of the mineral explorer-pro-
ducer’s expenditures (including expenditures on unsuccessful exploration and devel-
opment efforts) and minimum profit is the value of the mineral deposit in the ground, or
“nature’s bounty. ” The Federal Government, as owner of the land and, more impor-
tantly, as representative of the general public, has an equitable claim to a share in the
bounty, particularly when the deposit was known or reasonably suspected to exist
before any work was undertaken by the mineral explorer-producer. The Federal Gov-
ernment’s claim is at least as strong as the claim of a speculator who acquired mineral
tenure on a tract of Federal land and then sat on it until a genuine mineral explorer-
producer came along and offered to purchase the tenure rights in order to actually ex-
plore and develop the tract. Although the Federal Government, and the public, might
be willing to let a genuine mineral explorer-producer have all the bounty, they might
not be willing to see the bounty pass (through the purchase price) to a speculator who
has done nothing to explore or develop a tract.
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Production will be initiated and will continue whether the mineral producer keeps
the bounty or pays some or all of it to a speculator or the Government, since in each
case, by hypothesis, there is no alternative investment that will provide a return to the
producer larger than the minimum profit he is allowed to retain. However, efficiency
may be affected in two ways, First, if the Government requires the producer to pay
over all the bounty and allows him to retain only the minimum profit on expenditures,
the producer will have no incentive to hold down those expenditures and perhaps even
have a reverse incentive to increase or exaggerate them in order to obtain a larger
gross return. Second, if the Government allows the producer to retain a share in the
bounty plus his minimum return, which together exceed the normal return available on
non-Federal (State and private) mineral properties, mineral explorers and producers
theoretically will tend to concentrate their activities on Federal land as much as possi-
ble, all other things being equal. They will pass by equal or possibly even higher quality
mineral deposits on non-Federal land, thereby causing unnecessary, excessive damage
to nonmineral resources on Federal land, which generally contains higher quality non-
mineral resources than non-Federal land. 267

Thus, payments to the Government for the mineral value itself ideally should be
structured to allow the mineral producer to obtain his minimum return on expend-
itures plus a percentage share of profits, if any, in excess of this minimum return, with
some provision to ensure that the payments are not substantially lower than those nor-
mally required on non-Federal land.

Some people in the mineral industry contend that no payments for mineral value
should be required as part of the mineral tenure arrangement, because mineral firms’
profits are already taxed at the 48-percent corporate rate under the Federal income
tax laws, which should be an adequate payment to the Government for its minerals. In
practice, however, many mineral firms pay little or no Federal income tax each year,
because of exemptions and deductions in the income tax laws, even when they are
earning substantial net income. 268 Moreover, firms with non-Federal landholdings
make mineral value payments under their tenure agreements in addition to paying Fed-
eral taxes. As was noted immediately above, failure to require similar payments for
Federal minerals may result in inefficiency if, as a result, mineral activity is skewed
toward Federal land even when equally or more attractive mineral prospects are
located on non-Federal land.

However, neither efficiency nor equity will be greatly affected, in most cases, if no
payment at all by the mineral producer is required for the value of the mineral itself.
On the other hand, both efficiency and equity can be severely undermined if no pay-
ments are required for losses of or damage to nonmineral resources resulting from
mineral activities (see chapter 5) or if there are not sufficient incentives for diligent ex-
ploration and development (see sections C and D in this chapter). ’by
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It should also be noted that the issue of maximum revenue generation for the Fed-
eral Government or the general public is at present a false issue with respect to miner-
al value payments for the leasable minerals on onshore Federal land, since, as is dis-
cussed in subsection E(3) of chapter 6, 90 percent of the Federal onshore mineral leas-
ing revenues are not retained by the Federal Government, but rather are required to
be returned directly or indirectly to the Western States.

2. The Basic Types of Mineral Value Payments

There are many different types of mineral value payment requirements. Most of
them, however, are simply combinations of one or more of the following basic payment
requirements:

● Lump-sum front-end payment (fixed bonus)
● Lump-sum staggered payments (walkaway bonuses)
. Payments on gross value of production (royalties)
. Payments on net value of production (profit share)

The advantages and disadvantages of these basic payment requirements and
their various combinations are discussed in detail elsewhere.270 Here only some of the
principal advantages and disadvantages are summarized.

One of the principal goals of payments for mineral value has always been to ob-
tain maximum revenue for the Government without distorting mineral decisions, As we
saw in the previous subsection, this goal can be achieved if the mineral payments are
structured to capture the “natural bounty” portion, and no more, of the gross value of
the produced mineral— that is, the portion of the gross value of mineral production in
excess of the amount required by the mineral explorer-producer to recover his explo-
ration, development, and production costs plus a minimum profit.

Theoretically, the fixed-bonus payment requirement is ideally suited to capture
the “natural bounty” for the Government. The bonus is merely set equal to the present
value (the future flow of income discounted to the present time) of the expected bounty
for a particular deposit. The bonus is paid in one or a few lump-sum payments at the
beginning of the tenure period. The Government immediately receives its maximum
revenue, The mineral explorer-producer treats the bonus, once paid, as a “sunk cost”
and is free to explore, develop, and produce the mineral deposit in the most timely and
efficient manner, free from any continuing ‘‘overhead’ payments to the Government.

In practice, however, the fixed bonus approach can result in payment of much
less than the full measure of a mineral deposit’s “natural bounty” and can discrimi-
nate against individual mineral explorers and the smaller mineral firms. The weak-
nesses of the fixed bonus stem from the considerable uncertainty surrounding mineral



prices, mineral exploitation costs, and the location, size, and quality of mineral depos-
its.

Even when the location, size, and quality of a particular mineral deposit are well
known, a fixed bonus may capture much less than the deposit’s full eventual bounty
value if future mineral prices or mineral activity costs, or both, are uncertain. A prime
example is the experience with competitive coal leasing prior to 1970, when hundreds
of leases were issued for very small bonus payments or without any bonus payment at
all, since there was no sizable market for Western coal (almost all Federal coal is in
the West). In recent years, many of these same leases have become much more valu-
able due to increased demand for coal in general, and low-sulfur coal in particular, as
well as a new demand for huge reserves of coal for projected new coal gasification and
liquefaction technology.’” The Government will receive very little of the eventual boun-
ty value realized on these leases. A similar situation could easily arise from overly
rapid leasing of oil shale or geothermal steam deposits in advance of development of a
widely applicable technology for commercial production of those minerals.

The problems are compounded when the location, size, and quality of mineral de-
posits are uncertain. Mineral explorers will reduce the size of the bonus they are will-
ing to pay for a tract to match the probability of finding a deposit of the expected size
and quality on the tract. For example, if there is only a 10-percent chance of finding a
deposit with a bounty (return in excess of expenditures plus minimum profit) of
$1OO,OOO, they will pay at most $10,000 for mineral rights on the tract. If no deposit is
discovered, they are out $10,000 and the Government has a “windfall” of $10,000. If a
deposit of the expected size and quality is discovered, they have obtained $90,000
worth of the bounty and the Government has received only $10,000 worth, Over a large
number of tracts, however, the odds will balance out and the Government will receive
in the aggregate close to the full bounty for each tract. Losses on some tracts will
balance out gains on other tracts.

Large mineral firms, like the Government, often can balance gains against losses
by spreading their risks across a large number of tracts. But individual explorers,
small firms, and medium-sized firms often do not have sufficient capital to acquire and
hold a large number of tracts, Even large firms can and occasionally do use up a large
portion of their available risk capital on a single venture if they believe that they might
discover an extremely valuable deposit. When a large part of an individual’s or firm’s
risk capital is tied up in a single venture, failure of the venture can result in bank-
ruptcy. Individuals and smaller firms, therefore, are viewed as worse risks than larger
firms in the capital market. They have a harder time obtaining capital and pay a
higher interest than the larger firms. Moreover, the individuals and smaller firms, and
often even the larger firms, will be ‘*risk averse’” and add a risk aversion factor (“risk
premium”) to the perceived probability of failure in determining what bonus they are
willing to pay to acquire a tract. For example, they will pay less than $10,000 for a 10
percent probability of finding a deposit with a bounty of $100,000.

The impact of uncertainty about the existence and nature of the deposit itself is
of the “risk premium” results in the Government’s
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receiving less than the full bounty even over a large number of tracts, Second, individ-
uals and smaller firms are at a serious disadvantage in competing for tracts, since
they have less capital to spend on bonuses, must pay higher interest for the capital
they obtain, and cannot easily spread their risks across a large number of tracts. The
bonus approach discriminates against individuals and smaller firms and lessens com-
petition, thus reducing even further the likelihood of the Government's receiving the
full bounty value of a tract, 272

Finally, the fixed-bonus payment approach forces the mineral explorer-producer
to make large outlays initially on nonproductive payments rather than on actual explo-
ration and development. When capital is tight, exploration and development will have
to be postponed until the capital expended on bonuses is replenished from other
sources,

Some of the problems of the fixed-bonus approach can be avoided by staggering
the payment of the bonus over a considerable number of years, and allowing the miner-
al explorer-producer to “walk away” from installments yet to come due by surrender-
ing his mineral tenure. This walkaway bonus can be structured in various ways—for
example, as three different installments due at the acquisition of tenure, the beginning
of development, and the beginning of production, respectively, or as an annual install-
ment due indefinitely or due only until a certain total is reached.

The walkaway bonus reduces the amount of front-end money required and also
reduces the risks associated with straight fixed bonuses, because the payments are
spread out and need not be paid in full should the project be abandoned at an early
stage—for example, during or after exploration. However, the walkaway bonus re-
tains most of the disadvantages of the fixed bonus, although in milder form, and intro-
duces some new problems of its own. It still requires substantial payments in advance
of production and thus reduces the amount of capital available for exploration and de-
velopment. It still gives an advantage to firms that have easier access to lower cost risk
capital. It still can cause the Government to lose a large share of the bounty value be-
cause of risk premiums and uncertainty over future mineral prices and technology.
And it can create new problems of wasteful, overly rapid, and prematurely terminated
mineral activity, particularly if the payments are periodic (e. g., annual) and continue
indefinitely rather than being limited in number and keyed to successful completion of
certain stages in the mineral process. Rather than one “sunk cost” that does not affect
mineral decisions, the walkaway bonus constitutes a series of payments, which are
sunk costs once they are made but which can greatly influence mineral decisions while
they loom as payments due in the future, If the payments are due at fixed intervals,
mineral activity may be inefficiently speeded up to reduce the number of payments
that will have to be paid. This practice can lead to wasteful mining, such as mining of
only the highest grade ore, as well as loss of revenue to the Government. No matter
how the payments are scheduled, tenure may be abandoned prematurely, even when
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substantial mineral value exists, if the mineral value that could be recovered during
the next tenure period is less than the payment due at the beginning of that period.

Royalty payments avoid the capital-related problems of bonuses by deferring all
payments for mineral value until product ion is actually achieved, and then providing
for payment out of the gross income received from the mineral production. Thus. no
funds are diverted from mineral exploration and development, and individuals and
smaller firms have a much better chance to compete for tracts. Moreover, the Govern-
ment is assured of obtaining its desired share of anv bounty value even if mineral
prices should rise or if a much larger deposit than was expected should be developed,
but only if a percentages-of-gross royalty is specified rather than a flat-charge-
per-unit-of-production royalty (for example, 10 cents per ton of coal].

Unfortunately, since a royalty is an overhead charge that is added to actual oper-
ating costs for each unit of production, it can distort development and production de-
cisions. If the royalty is set too high, i t can prevent development of a mineral deposit or
cause losses for an unwary firm, even though mineral development and production
would be profitable in the absence of the royalty charge: the Government is taxing the
portion of the value of mineral production attributable to development costs in addition
to capturing 100 percent of the bounty portion of the value.

Even if the royalty is not set so high that it prevents starting up production, it may
con tribute to wasteful and prematurely terminated production. Almost all mineral de-
posits contain ore of varying thickness and quality. A royalty charge, no matter how
small, will make i t unprofitable to extract some portion of the lower gracle ore that
otherwise could have been extracted profitably. Thus, the royalty encourages ‘‘high-
grading’ of mineral deposits while production is underway and premature termination
of production when all the higher grade ore has been extracted. Mineral resoures
that could have been extracted are left in the ground and will probably never be ex-
tracted, given the high costs of recommencing production after it has been terminated.
This is not only a waste of mineral resources but also causes more damage to nonmin-
eral resources than would otherwise be incurred, since more deposits will have to be
mined to obtain the desired quantity of mineral production. Even when the same mine
is reopened, the surface will be disturbed twice rather than only once.

The adverse effects of royalties on efficient mineral production will be most pro-
nounced when the royalty is used as the bidding variable in the competitive allocation
of mineral tenure, since a bidder loses nothing by pushing the royalty level up extreme-
ly high: he can “high-grade’” the deposit at whatever cutoff grade is necessarv to
assure profitable operations, or he can abandon the tract after only minimal explora-
tion if the hoped-for higher grades of ore do not exist.

Premature abandonment can be delayed, if not entirely avoided, by provision for
reductions in royalty as production or reserves decline. However, there will still be
high-grading problems during production. Moreover, it is practically impossible to
devise a declining royalty schedule that will reduce the royalty at precisely the right
times. Premature reduction will result in loss of Government revenue. Delayed reduc-
tion will result in premature termination of production and consequently also in loss of
Government revenue. If there is no provision for raising as well as reducing royalties,
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the Government will lose revenue when production is significantly increased after a
slack period. But royalties designed to slide up and down a scale depending on the rate
of production will even further encourage high-grading and will discourage investment
in techniques for boosting production through tapping of the lower grade portions of
the deposit (e.g., secondary and tertiary recovery techniques for oil and gas deposits).

The theoretically most attractive payments for mineral value in a world of uncer-
tainty are payments tied to the net rather than the gross value of production—a sort of
net profit royalty usually described as a profit share. The profit share, like a normal
royalty, avoids the potential for revenue loss and the bias against small firms inherent
in bonus-payment requirements. And, since it is based on net profit rather than on the
gross value or amount of production, it should not affect the efficiency of mineral oper-
ations; at least as long as the profit share is less than the bounty value of the mineral
deposit. 273

The major objection to profit-share payments is the practical problem of determin-
ing the actual net profit for a particular mineral project—in particular, the problem of
determining the costs that should be subtracted from the gross income received from
mineral production to arrive at net profit. A profit-share system would require uniform
accounting procedures, including procedures for allocating company overhead to par-
ticular successful projects. This problem apparently has been considered sufficiently
weighty to preclude any use of the profit-share payment system for Federal minerals.
However, similar calculations have been required under the Federal income tax and
State mineral taxation laws for quite some time. Furthermore, the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act of 1975 explicitly requires the Securities and Exchange Commission
to develop uniform accounting practices that must be followed by oil and gas pro-
ducers, and the Department of Energy Organization Act requires that those practices
also be followed, where applicable and to the extent practicable, in the annual finan-
cial reports required under the Act for any major firm engaged in exploitation of any
fuel mineral.274 As part of the process of developing those practices, the Financial Ac-
counting Standards Board initiated a project to develop uniform accounting practices
for all extractive industries.275 Finally, lessees of some Federal minerals are already re-
quired to report exploration and development expenditures incurred to satisfy dili-
gence requirements, and similar requirements exist for the locatable minerals. 2

76

3. Mineral Value Payments Under the Mining Law

There are no mineral value payments to the Government under the Mining Law.
Payments of $2.50 or $5 per acre are required to obtain full fee title to placer and lode
claims, respectively, but mineral production can proceed without obtaining a patent,
and the nominal patent fees are not even sufficient to pay for the surface value of the
land. 277



Minerals that are produced free of charge under the Mining Law on Federal pub-
lic domain are almost invariably subject to disposal only through payment of substan-
tial bonuses or royalties on federally acquired land or State or private land.278 Other
things being equal, the lack of any payment requirement under the Mining Law thus
tends to skew mineral production toward the public domain with resultant losses in ef-
ficient use and management of the Nation’s land and resources, 279 in addition to depriv-
ing the Federal Government of the mineral revenue usually obtained by a mineral land-
owner,

4. Mineral Value Payments Under the Mineral Leasing Laws

The mineral leasing laws require royalty payments for each mineral leased. 280 The
regulations and lease form for hardrock minerals on acquired land also require roy-
alty payments 281 For each mineral other than oil shale, native asphalt, and the tar
sands, the royalties must be assessed on the gross value of the mineral production. The
prototype oil shale leases require a fixed-charge-per-unit-of-production royalty, adjust-
able up and down as the value of the mineral fluctuates from year to year, although the
law would seem to permit a net-profit royalty, 282

Minimum royalty levels are established by law for surface-mined coal (12.5 per-
cent),”{ { geothermal steam (10 percent), oil and gas (12.5 percent), phosphate (5 per-
cent), potash (2 percent), sodium (2 percent), and sulfur (5 percent). Maximum royalty
levels are established for preference-right sulfur leases (5 percent), noncompetitive oil
and gas leases (12,5 percent), and competitive or noncompetitive geothermal steam
leases (I5 percent). 284 The Secretary of the Interior has established a minimum royalty
of 8 percent for underground-mined coal, unless conditions warrant a lower royalty. 285

Royalties in actual leases are usually kept at or near the minimum levels, except for
the sliding-scale royalties specified for competitive oil and gas leases.

The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to reduce the royalty on a lease. or
any portion thereof segregated for royalty purposes, whenever in his judgment it is
necessary to do so in order to promote development, or whenever in his judgment the
lease otherwise cannot be successfully operated. 286 However, it is difficult to judge
when a reduction is justified in the absence of extensive data on production costs,
which are usually not available and require considerable time to assemble and evalu-
ate when made available. As a result, reductions in royalty are rare.

Competitive leases of onshore Federal mineral land have invariably been issued
on the basis of the highest bonus bid, with a royalty fixed in advance of the competitive
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bidding, even though alternative methods of disposal are authorized for many of the
leasable minerals. 287 The bonus has always been a fixed rather than a walkaway
bonus, except for the prototype oil-shale leases issued in 1974, which allow the lessee
to forego payment of the last two of the five annual bonus installments if the lease is
surrendered prior to the time the installments are due. 288 The fixed bonus recluired for
coal leases is spread across several years, but the entire bonus must be paid whether
or not the lease is surrendered before all payments have come due. 289

The advantages and disadvantages of bonuses and royalties are discussed in sub-
section E(2).

F. Maximum Mineral Recovery and Resource Conservation

1. Explicit and Implicit Impediments to Multiple Mineral Development

The existence of distinct legal provisions governing disposal of different minerals
under the Federal mining and mineral leasing laws creates explicit and implicit im-
pediments to multiple mineral development on any particular tract.

At one time, as was discussed in chapter 3, mineral leases could not be issued on
land subject to a mining claim and vice versa, This legal impediment was removed for
most situations by the Multiple Mineral Development Act of 1954. 290 The Act, however,
did not repeal the explicit provisions in the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 that prohibit
issuance of coal or phosphate prospecting permits for land already covered by a min-
ing claim located under the Mining Law. 291 Moreover, the Act does not affect the prohi-
bition against location of mining claims in situations where leasable and locatable min-
erals are intermingled in the same deposit, so that extraction of one type of mineral is
impossible unless the other is also extracted. 292 A 1955 statute, no longer in force, was
deemed necessary to allow concurrent extraction of intermixed coal and uranium de-
posits.”]

Even when concurrent operations under a mining claim and a mineral lease are
legally permissible, they are rarely attempted due to the physical difficulty of having
two distinct mining operations going on simultaneously on the same tract. Similarly,
although mineral leases for different leasable minerals can be issued for the same
tract, ’(” applications to lease a tract already under lease for another mineral are
rarely filed; and the Bureau of Land Management, which issues mineral leases, is re-
luctant to approve applications that are filed, again due to the difficulty of coor-
dinating two distinct mining operations on the same tract. When multiple mineral de-
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velopment by two distinct firms does occur, it almost always involves oil and gas
leases, since oil and gas development requires no excavation and can be accomplished
through directional drilling, thus providing the most space and flexibility for develop-
ment of other minerals. But even with oil and gas leases, multiple development will be
precluded if oil and gas operations would endanger mining operations, or vice versa.

Thus, either explicit legal restrictions or implicit physical restrictions will usually
prevent multiple mineral development by two different firms on the same tract. Miner-
al explorers will usually bypass land that is already subject to a mining claim or a min-
eral lease, especially if it is actively being worked, unless they can buy out the claim or
lease.

In practice, then, multiple mineral development is likely to occur only when it can
be implemented by a single individual or firm, except in some situations where one of
the minerals being developed is oil or gas. Unfortunately, however, there are also ex-
plicit and implicit impediments to single-firm multiple mineral development,

Even after passage of the Multiple Mineral Development Act, a mining claimant
cannot extract leasable minerals from his claim unless the claim is patented and the
patent does not contain a reservation to the Government of the leasable minerals. A
reservation of the leasable minerals will be made if the land being patented is covered
by a permit, lease, or application for a permit or lease under the mineral leasing laws,
or is known to be valuable for a leasable mineral, at the time the patent is issued. Simi-
larly, a mineral lessee cannot extract locatable (Mining Law) minerals, or even
leasable minerals other than those covered by his lease, from the leased land. 295

Holders of hardrock mineral leases on acquired land are allowed to mine the
dominant hardrock mineral specified in the lease and also “associated minerals and
any other hardrock minerals] in, upon, or under the [leased] lands. 296 Thus, hardrock
mineral lessees on acquired land are treated the same as mining claimants on public
domain. In either case, all hardrock minerals but none of the usual leasable minerals
(geothermal steam, the fossil fuel minerals, phosphate, potassium, sodium and, in Loui-
siana and New Mexico only, sulfur) can be mined.
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Holders of geothermal steam leases are allowed to produce geothermal steam and
associated geothermal resources, including any byproduct minerals (exclusive of oil,
hydrocarbon gas, and helium) that are found in solution or in association with geother-
mal steam and that have a value of less than 75 percent of the value of the geothermal
steam or are not, because of quantity, quality, or technical difficulties in extraction
and production, of sufficient value to warrant extraction and production by them-
selves. 30l In fact, if the production, use, or conversion of geothermal steam is suscepti-
ble of producing valuable byproducts, the Secretary of the Interior must require sub-
stantial beneficial production or use thereof unless, in individual circumstances, he
modifies or waives this requirement in the interest of conservation of natural re-
sources or for other reasons satisfactory to him. 30

2 The Secretary has issued regula-
tions stating that one of the “other reasons satisfactory to him” is the economic unfeasi-
bility of such beneficial production or use of byproducts. 303

In sum, under the mineral leasing laws, most lessees may produce only the miner-
als for which their leases were issued. Sodium lessees may mine potassium compounds
intermingled with the sodium. Potassium lessees may mine sodium compounds (ordi-
narily leasable under a different provision of the Leasing Act) and magnesium, alumi-
num, or calcium compounds (ordinarily locatable under the Mining Law) intermingled
with the potassium. Geothermal lessees may (or must) produce any mineral other than
oil, hydrocarbon gas, or helium intermingled with the geothermal steam. Phosphate
lessees apparently may produce any mineral intermingled with the phosphate, as well
as separate deposits of silica, limestone, or any other rock that can be used in process-
ing operations, Hardrock lessees may produce any hardrock mineral, whether inter-
mingled with or in a separate deposit from the dominant hardrock mineral for which
the lease was issued. Mining claimants under the Mining Law may also produce any
hardrock mineral found within the claim.

Thus, in no instance can a holder of a single mining claim or mineral lease pro-
duce all the valuable minerals that may occur within the claim or lease, Only a phos-
phate lessee can produce all the minerals intermingled with a deposit of the mineral
for which a lease was issued or a claim was located. A mineral lessee, but not a mining
claimant, can apply for additional mineral leases to obtain production rights for inter-
mingled leasable minerals, but the costs (including multiple rentals and diligence re-
quirements) and time required will often discourage such applications. Moreover,
since the minerals for which the additional leases are sought are known to exist, com-
petitive leasing may be required, although the original lessee would clearly have a sub-
stantial advantage in any competitive sale. Rights to nonintermingled minerals can be
acquired through claim or lease, as appropriate, although again the costs and time re-
quired often may not be worth the effort.
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the unproduced minerals after the original claim or lease has terminated. In those
cases where sequential production is possible, damage to surface resources and inter-
ruption of surface uses will be unnecessarily extended,

There seems to be little reason for not allowing [and possibly even requiring) pro-
duction of all valuable minerals found within any mining claim or lease, as long as the
appropriate royalties are paid on each mineral produced (a uniform profit-share per-
haps could replace the different royalties). The paperwork and costs required for mul-
tiple applications by the same party are clearly unwarranted. And, as was discussed
above, multiple mineral development by different parties on the same tract is highly
unlikely even when it is allowed, and it is not allowed for intermingled locatable and
leasable minerals.

If production of all valuable minerals is allowed, the period of the claim or lease
should be extended as long as any mineral is being produced in commercial quantities
(with provision for temporary interruptions of production), as is permitted for produc-
tion of byproduct minerals under a geothermal steam lease. 304

A more difficult issue is whether a mining claimant or mineral lessee should be
allowed to obtain production rights if he finds any valuable mineral deposit, or rather
must find a deposit that is valuable for the mineral for which the claim was located or
the (permit or) lease was issued. Currently, production rights may be obtained under
the mineral leasing laws only if a valuable deposit of the mineral for which the permit
or lease was issued is found, even when concurrent production of other minerals is au-
thorized. That is, the right to produce other minerals is dependent on first commencing
production of the mineral for which the permit or lease was issued. 305 Under the Mining
Law, on the other hand, discovery of a valuable deposit of any hardrock mineral is suf-
ficient, even if the mineral is not the one that was the object of the exploration effort.

If production rights could be obtained on discovery of any valuable mineral depos-
it, then each mining claim or mineral permit or lease in essence would become a com-
prehensive permit granting exclusive exploration rights for all minerals in a particular
tract of land. The numerous distinct permits under the mineral leasing laws would no
longer make sense, because if different permits were available the mineral explorer
could choose to use whichever one seemed least burdensome. Similarly, the distinction
between mining claims and mineral permits or leases would no longer make sense, In-
stead, there could be a single type of comprehensive claim, permit or lease (referred to,
from now on, as a comprehensive permit) granting exclusive exploration, development,
and production rights for all minerals in the land covered by the comprehensive per-
mit.

Whether a comprehensive permit makes sense depends initially on whether uni-
form provisions can be devised to assure diligent exploration regardless of the miner-
als being searched for. (Uniform development and production provisions might also be
desirable, but would not be necessary since the permit could specify or refer to dif-
ferent development and production provisions that would apply to different minerals
or groups of minerals. ] A comprehensive “permit” (mining claim) is now available for
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hardrock minerals on public domain, with uniform assessment work requirements.
Functionally similar diligence requirements are imposed on geothermal Steam leases,
Although the requirements for hardrock minerals and geothermal steam are not now
sufficient to assure diligent exploration, it appears that they could be made suffi-
cient. 306 Any uniform requirements sufficient to assure diligent exploration for the
hardrock minerals and geothermal steam would most likely be sufficient to assure dili-
gent exploration for any mineral.

A second potential problem with a comprehensive permit is the grant of exclusive
exploration rights for all minerals in a particular tract. A person exploring for one or a
few minerals under a comprehensive permit would prevent others from exploring for
different minerals in the same tract. This problem seems most troublesome in the con-
text of current oil- and gas-leasing practices: several tens of millions of acres are being
held for speculative purposes and are not believed to be worth drilling. 307 If these acres
were held under a comprehensive permit system, exploration for other minerals would
be needlessly and substantially limited, But the problem would not exist if adequate
diligence requirements existed. Holdings of oil and gas leases would drop dramat-
ically. And, as was noted above, mineral explorers even now will almost always by-
pass land that is already subject to a mining claim, mineral permit, or mineral lease
that is actively being worked, unless they can buy out the claim, permit, or lease.

If, as seems to be the case, active multiple mineral exploration and development
by different parties on the same tract is, in fact, highly unlikely because of explicit re-
strictions and practical difficulties, there would seem to be little reason to provide for
issuance of multiple permits for the same tract. In practice if not theory, the single per-
mit is already the rule. A comprehensive permit in such circumstances might provide a
better incentive to explore in the first place (since any mineral discovered could be
developed], to explore for all minerals, to utilize modern multiple mineral exploration
technology, and to engage in multiple mineral mining, which would promote maximum
mineral recovery and conservation of mineral and nonmineral resources.

2. Unitization and Cooperative Development Plans

Oil and gas occur in underground reservoirs. If, as is often the case, the same res-
ervoir lies under several oil and gas leases held by different parties, the lessee who
pumps the oil out fastest will obtain most of the resource. Timely and efficient mineral
activity can give way to overly rapid exploration, development and production. Oil will
not be conserved even though it might have a much higher value in the future, Further-
more, overly rapid production decreases the pressure in the reservoir so that ultimate
total recovery may be reduced.

There have been two major approaches to resolution of this problem.’{)” One has
been State laws and Federal lease provisions related to minimum spacing and maxi-



mum rates of production of wells. 309 The other has been the adoption of cooperative or
unit plans, communitization or drilling agreements, or operating, drilling, or develop-
ment contracts for joint development and production of all or part of a reservoir.

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to approve participation by Federal
lessees in cooperative or unit plans and, with the consent of the lessees, to establish.
alter, change, or revoke drilling, producing, rental, minimum royalty, and royalty re-
quirements of such leases. The plan may provide for control of the rate of prospecting
and development and the quantity and rate of production. The Secretary may insert in
every new Federal oil and gas lease a provision requiring the lessee to operate under a
reasonable cooperative or unit plan, and he may prescribe a plan under which the
lessee shall operate. 310 The Federal oil and gas lease forms contain such a provision.
The Secretary may also approve participation by Federal oil and gas lessees in commu-
nitization or drilling agreements or operating, drilling, or development contracts. 312

Any Federal oil and gas lease included in a cooperative or unit plan or an operating,
drilling, or development contract is not counted in determining acreage holdings, and
operations or production under a cooperative or unit plan or a communitization or
drilling agreement are deemed to occur on each lease committed thereto for purposes
of diligence and tenure requirements. 313

Almost identical provisions apply to geothermal steam leases. 314

The Secretary, by regulation, has provided for approval of operating or develop-
ment contracts, or processing or milling arrangements, made by one or more Federal
lessees of hardrock minerals on acquired land to justify operations on a large scale for
the discovery, development, production, or transportation of ores. 315 Apparently, how-
ever, individual lease terms and conditions remain applicable.

Since 1976, the Secretary has been authorized to approve consolidation of Feder-
al coal leases, including intervening or adjacent non-Federal coal land, into logical
mining units, and he may require a lessee of a Federal coal lease issued on or after
August 4, 1976, to form a logical mining unit. A logical mining unit is defined as an area
of land in which the coal resources can be developed in an efficient, economical, and
orderly manner as a unit with due regard to conservation of coal reserves and other
resources. A logical mining unit cannot exceed 25,000 acres, including Federal and
non-Federal acreage, and Federal leases included in a logical mining unit are not ex-
empted from the limitations on total acreage holdings. 316

The Secretary may amend the provisions of any Federal coal lease included with-
in a logical mining unit to conform to the requirements imposed on the unit. He may fur-
ther provide that operations or production on any part of the logical mining unit shall
be deemed to occur on all Federal leases in the unit for purposes of diligence and
tenure requirements, and he may allow rental, royalty, and advance royalty payments
to be combined for the unit.”;
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All of these unitization or cooperative development provisions are intended to pre-
vent waste and assure efficient mineral operations by allowing or requiring mineral
deposits to be explored, developed, and produced as a unit rather than in fragmented
chunks under separate Federal, State, or private leases owned by different parties.
They remove many barriers to maximum mineral recovery and resource conservation,
but they may themselves be subject to requirements, including payment and diligence
requirements, which detract from maximum mineral recovery and resource conserva-
tion.

3. Effect of Mineral Value Payment Requirements

The adverse effect of royalties and walkaway bonuses on maximum mineral re-
covery and resource conservation is discussed in detail in subsection E(2), Both types
of payment requirements can cause mining of only the higher grade ore while produc-
tion is underway and premature termination of production when all the higher grade
ore has been mined. Mineral resources that could have been profitably extracted in
the absence of the payment requirements are left in the ground and will probably
never be produced, given the high costs of resuming production once it has been termi-
nated. This is not only a waste of mineral resources but also causes more damage to
nonmineral resources than would otherwise be incurred, since more mineral deposits
will have to be mined to obtain the desired quantity of mineral production. Even when
the same mine is reopened, the surface will be disturbed twice rather than only once.

All onshore Federal leases require payment of royalties to the Government. The
adverse effects of royalties described above could be avoided by a shift to alternative
types of mineral value payment requirements, such as the profit share. 318

Unfortunately, royalty payment requirements are imposed on Federal lessees not
only in the lease itself, but also by previous holders of the lease who assigned their
rights to the current leaseholder but retained an “overriding royalty, ” This is a par-
ticularly troublesome problem with oil and gas leases because of the uncontrolled
speculation in noncompetitive leases. 319

The Secretary of the Interior has restricted the use of overriding royalties through
regulations and lease provisions. For example, the oil and gas lease forms limit over-
riding royalties to a maximum of 5 percent except as otherwise authorized by the regu-
lations. The regulations prohibit any overriding royalty on oil (but not gas) that, when
added to previously existing overriding royalties and the basic lease royalty, would re-
sult in an aggregate royalty obligation in excess of 17.5 percent, unless the agreement
creating the excess royalty expressly provides that the obligation to pay such excess
overriding royalty will be suspended when average daily production per well is 15 bar-
rels or less. 320 Similar restrictions exist for all the other leasable minerals, Overriding
royalties on hardrock, sodium, sulfur, or potassium leases are subject to reduction, in
inverse order of creation, to an aggregate of not less than 1 percent, whenever such
reduction appears necessary to prevent premature abandonment or to make possible
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the economic mining of marginal or low-grade deposits. 32l Overriding royalties on coal
or phosphate leases 322 or the prototype oil shale leases 323 cannot exceed, in the ag-
gregate, 1 percent for coal, 50 percent of the basic lease royalty for phosphate, or 25
percent of the basic lease royalty for oil shale, unless in each case the assignor shows
that he has made substantial investments for improvements on the land covered by the
assignment. Overriding royalties on geothermal steam leases cannot exceed, in the ag-
gregate, 50 percent of the basic lease royalty. 324

As was discussed in subsection E(3) above, the Secretary can [but rarely does) re-
duce the basic lease royalty whenever in his judgment it is necessary to do so in order
to promote development, or whenever in his judgment the lease otherwise cannot be
successfully operated. The regulations provide that no such reduction will be author-
ized unless the holders of overriding royalties agree to reduce them to an aggregate not
exceeding 50 percent of the reduced basic lease royalty. 325

The restrictions on overriding royalties listed above are generally quite weak.
Most of the restrictions require affirmative Government action, which is rarely forth-
coming, before any actual limitation of overriding royalties is imposed. The limitations,
when imposed, still permit substantial overriding royalties for oil, phosphate, oil shale,
and geothermal steam. There is no aggregate limit on overriding royalties for natural
gas.

Considering the substantial adverse effects royalties can have on maximum min-
eral recovery and resource conservation, a strong argument can be made for banning
any reservation of overriding royalties by assignors who have not made substantial
good faith expenditures for exploration, development, or production of the assigned
land: the speculator who has done nothing to develop the land should not be allowed to
burden its future development, but rather should be left to recover his speculative
profits through fixed-bonus or profit-share payments.

In these days of concern over the availability and conservation of mineral re-
sources, consideration could also be given to prohibiting retention of overriding roy-
alties even by an assignor who has expended substantial time and effort on developing
the assigned land, If his work has been productive, there will probably be sufficient in-
formation about the mineral deposit to enable him to capture his fair share of future
profits through a fixed-bonus payment. Or, if there is still considerable uncertainty
about the value of the tract, a profit share could be negotiated.

State severance, property, and license taxes based on gross income are in effect
royalties on production, and have the adverse effects associated with royalties. The
State taxes are discussed more fully in chapter 6, subsection E(l).

4. Effect of Performance Requirements and Incentives

Performance requirements and incentives are imposed on mineral tenure holders
to prevent them from “sitting” on land and precluding mineral and nonmineral activ-
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ities by others, or to correct practices that are wasteful from the standpoint of the Na-
tion as a whole even though such practices may be “efficient” from the standpoint of
the individual tenure holder,

Inadequate diligence requirements or incentives allow mineral land to be tied up
by speculators, insufficiently financed explorers or developers, or producers with an
overabundance of reserves, who can exclude someone willing and able to undertake
immediate exploration or development, or who can demand royalties or other pay-
ments in return for the transfer of tenure rights, thereby reducing the interest in such
transfer or, should the transfer occur, burdening future mineral operations, 326 even
though the original tenure holder may have done little or nothing to explore or develop
the land.

Furthermore, the uncertainty over whether or when mineral activity will occur,
coupled with the preferred position given to mineral activities, discourages nonmineral
development on or near a tract subject to mineral tenure rights, It prevents all but the
shortest term planning of land use and services for the tract itself and the surrounding
area.  327

The performance requirements and incentives under the Federal mining and min-
eral leasing laws are discussed in sections C and D. These requirements and incentives
are inadequate to assure diligent exploration and development for all or almost all of
the minerals. In addition, some of the requirements, such as the Federal and State
location, discovery, and work requirements under the Mining Law, result in make-
work, which often destroys nonmineral values without making any contribution to the
discovery or development of mineral deposits. 328

On the other hand, overly stringent production requirements, such as those re-
quiring a certain rate or continuity of production, can prevent conservation of mineral
resources that would have a greater value to the Nation in the future but are required
to be produced now, or can force premature abandonment or forfeiture of the mineral
tenure if the required production cannot be sold at a minimum profit. Similarly, if the
time allowed for production is too brief to allow complete mining of the deposit, mining
of only the higher grade ores will be encouraged, causing the same adverse effects on
maximum mineral recovery and mineral and nonmineral resource conservation as is
caused by royalties on the gross amount or value of production. 329

Such production requirements exist for most of the leasable minerals after the
primary period of the lease has expired, The fuel mineral leases are continued after
their primary period only so long as there is annual production, unless the Secretary of
the Interior suspends operations in the interest of conservation (a rare occurrence).
Certain other leasable minerals have an assured lease period of only 20 years, since
there is only a preferential right to renew the lease after the initial 20-year lease
period.   330



Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 directs the Secretary of the Interior331 to deter-
mine the maximum efficient rate of production (MER)—which is defined as ‘‘the maxi-
mum rate of production . . . which may be sustained without loss of ultimate recovery
. . . under sound engineering and economic principles’ — for each oil field or gas field on
Federal land that produces, or is capable of producing, significant volumes of crude
oil, natural gas, or both, 332 The Act also authorizes the President to require production
from Federal land at the MER.

Historically, the MER concept has been used, as the word “maximum” in “maxi-
mum economic recovery” would suggest, as a ceiling on production rates to prevent
waste of oil and gas caused by overly rapid pumping of the reservoir. The MER concept
and similar schemes were and are necessary to correct mineral production practices
that are wasteful from the standpoint of the Nation as a whole even though such prac-
tices may be “efficient” from the standpoint of the individual oil producer, 333 However,
the use of the MER not simply as a ceiling on permissible production rates, but rather
as the required rate of production, raises substantial logical, practical, and efficiency
problems. 334

When MER is used merely as a ceiling, it is a requirement imposed to assure
achievement of maximum ultimate recovery. It corrects for a deficiency in the market
caused by the common-pool problem of different leases on the same oil or gas reser-
voir. It is not concerned with the timing or continuity of production, nor is it concerned
with the quantity, if any, produced at any particular time as long as the quantity is be-
low the allowable ceiling. It leaves those decisions to the lessee and the market. Thus,
it should result in the most efficient (least wasteful) production over time given ade-
quate competition.

MER has been applied almost exclusively to oil and gas. However, in recent years
both the Congress and the Department of the Interior have taken the maximum ulti-
mate recovery goal underlying MER, broadened it to encompass maximum economic
multimineral recovery and conservation of the full range of mineral and nonmineral re-
sources, and applied it in various ways to development and production under all miner-
al leases.

For example, the operating regulations for all mineral leases other than coal, geo-
thermal steam, oil and gas, or in situ oil shale leases require that:

Mining operations shall be conducted in a manner to yield the ultimate maxi-
mum recovery of the mineral deposits, consistent with the protection and use of other
natural resources and the protection and preservation of the environment—land,
water, and air. 335
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The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 and the regulations implementing it are
packed with provisions designed to assure maximum mineral recovery and conserva-
tion of mineral and nonmineral resources, including a statutory provision not only
allowing but also requiring substantial beneficial production or use of all valuable min-
erals found in solution or association with geothermal steam and susceptible of being
produced along with the production, use, or conversion of the geothermal steam, un-
less the Secretary of the Interior modifies or waives this requirement in a particular
case in the interest of conservation of natural resources or for other reasons satisfac-
tory to him, The only “other reason” specifically mentioned in the regulations is the
economic infeasibility (not just reduced profit) of such beneficial production or use of
byproducts. 337

Meanwhile, both economic and environmental components have found their way
into actual or proposed definitions of MER for oil and gas leases, 338

The most recent congressional revision of the Federal mineral leasing laws, the
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act adopted in 1976, forbids approval of a coal
mining operating plan for a Federal lease unless the plan is found to achieve the maxi-
mum economic recovery of the coal within the tract. 339 The committee report on the bill
that became law explained the meaning of and motivation for the maximum economic
recovery requirement as follows:

A primary concern of any future coal leasing program on public lands should be
the maximum economic recovery of the available coal resources. At present, easily
reached surface deposits which yield the highest profits are often the only resources
developed in an area that contains vast amounts of coal not so easily or profitably ex-
tracted. This results in the waste of valuable resources, and the creation of severe
environmental impacts, [The bill] seeks to prevent such waste by requiring the
Secretary to form leasing tracts which “permit the mining of all coal which can be
economically extracted. ” In addition, the Secretary is prohibited from approving any
mining plan which he finds does not achieve the maximum economic recovery of the
coal within the tract. 340

The Act further specifies that, prior to issuance of any coal lease, the Secretary must
prepare a written evaluation and comparison of the effects (including, but not limited
to, impacts on the environment, agricultural and other economic activities, and public
services) of recovering coal by deep mining, by surface mining, and by any other meth-
od to determine which method or methods or sequence of methods achieve the maxi-
mum economic recovery of the coal within the lease,

The committee report also stated that the Secretary’s concept of a “logical mining
unit” was adopted to “further enable the maximum economic recovery from coal de-
posits. ” 341 Under the Act, the Secretary may approve consolidation of coal leases into a
logical mining unit only upon determining that “maximum economic recovery of the
coal deposit or deposits is served thereby, ” A logical mining unit is defined as ‘‘an area
of land in which the coal resources can be developed in an efficient, economical, and
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orderly manner as a unit with due regard to conservation of coal reserves and other
resources .342 

Clearly, the maximum economic recovery requirement was designed to conserve
mineral and nonmineral resources by restricting, insofar as possible, the practice of
mining only the more accessible or higher grade coal seams on Federal land. The im-
plementing regulations for surface coal mines require extraction of the coal resource
to the maximum extent possible so that future environmental disturbance caused by
the resumption of mining (or having to open an entirely new mine elsewhere) will be
minimized. 343 Apparently, however, the maximum economic recovery requirement is
not being enforced; mining plans are being approved that do not include all the recov-
erable coal in a lease. 344

G. Summary and Options

This section summarizes the material discussed in the previous sections of this
chapter by presenting four major options for consideration, The options are presented
in ascending degree of the amount and character of change involved when compared
with the existing systems— no changes at all, moderate adjustments to the existing sys-
tems, major adjustments to the existing systems, and a comprehensive new system (for
all minerals or for the nonfuel minerals only) to replace the existing distinct systems,
The options, other than the “no change” option, are presented in skeletal form in table
1 at the end of the executive summary.

In each option other than the “no change” option, an attempt is made to eliminate
unnecessary or duplicative regulations, to address questions of efficiency and equity
in other regulations, and, where it seems appropriate, to replace regulatory restric-
tions with more flexible payment requirements or incentives. Many of the elements
discussed under these four options are controversial; some are highly controversial.
This report has not examined in depth the entire range of impacts that would be ex-
pected from the implementation of the options presented below.

Option 1. The Existing Systems (“No Change” Option)

The existing laws that govern mineral activities on Federal onshore land were
enacted over more than a century. Different provisions within the same law or in dif-
ferent laws were enacted for land in different States, for land acquired by different
methods, for different minerals, or for different geologic configurations of the same
mineral. The resulting collection of laws contains significant gaps in coverage, treats
physically similar lands or mineral deposits differently, and otherwise makes distinc-
tions that often seem arbitrary or are difficult to apply.
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The patchwork of existing mineral laws creates legal and practical barriers to
multiple-mineral exploration and development on the same tract of Federal land. It
also creates considerable uncertainty about the procedures to be followed to find and
develop the growing number of mineral resources, such as zeolites, that cannot easily
be classified as being subject to one law or another.

Tenure for mineral activities is uncertain and insecure under each of the existing
laws. Under the Mining Law, there is no way to obtain exploration rights secure
against the Government even after particular targets have been staked, and the pedis
possessio doctrine provides only very weak protection against other mineral explorers.
Under the leasing and sale laws, exploration rights valid against other mineral ex-
plorers and the Government can be obtained, but the granting of such rights is at the
complete discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. Development and production
rights for all minerals under the Mining Law and for nonfuel minerals under the leas-
ing laws depend on satisfaction of the shifting and uncertain “discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit” test.

On the other hand, the existing laws provide very few effective requirements or
incentives for diligent exploration, development, or production once mineral rights
have been acquired. Speculators or inadequately financed explorers or developers
can tie up promising mineral land for many years, often indefinitely, or can burden
future mineral activity by retaining overriding royalties although they have done
nothing to develop the land. It is difficult, if not impossible, to prove noncompliance
with such work requirements as do exist, and the Government may not be able to
cancel mineral rights even when noncompliance has been proved. Many of the claim
location and work requirements imposed by the Federal and State governments under
the Mining Law do not promote the identification and development of economic miner-
al deposits, but rather result in needless damage to the land and expense to the ex-
plorer or developer. However, some States have recently changed their discovery work
requirements to reduce such needless damage and expense.

The maximum acreage limits on individual mining claims or mineral leases are, in
some cases, insufficient for modern mineral projects and techniques. These limits can
prevent formation of economic mining units for competitive leasing and can cause un-
necessary and unproductive work when the work requirements specified for each
claim or lease cannot be aggregated for contiguous claims or leases. Minimum acreage
limits either do not exist or are not set high enough to prevent splintering of economic
mining units by speculators, making it more difficult to assemble such units, admin-
ister the laws, and reduce the anticonservation effect of overriding royalties.

Expense and uncertainty exist under the leasing laws as a result of the blurred
distinctions between known and unknown mineral areas. Competitive bonus bidding
for known mineral areas places individuals and smaller firms at a disadvantage. Gross
royalties inserted in leases for known and unknown mineral areas can result in failure
to produce lower grade minerals that otherwise could be efficiently recovered.

Finally, the Mining Law has some outmoded provisions (such as the provisions for
extralateral rights and tunnel sites and the distinctions among lode and placer claims
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and millsites) that create problems for the mineral
purpose.

Option 2. Moderate Adjustments to the Existing

industry without serving any useful

Distinct Systems

Moderate adjustments could be made to some of the existing distinct systems that
would eliminate or reduce a good part of the inefficiency and uncertainty that now ex-
ist. These adjustments would be “moderate” in the sense that they would not alter the
basic character of any existing system. Consequently, they would not affect aspects of
a system that are a key part of its structure, nor would they eliminate the gaps and
uncertainties that arise from the existence of a number of distinct systems.

For example, the tunnel site, lode versus placer, and extralateral right provisions
in the Mining Law could be eliminated. Maximum limits on the size of individual claims
under the Mining Law could be replaced with much larger maximum limits on the area
that could be treated as a unit for the purpose of satisfying work requirements. Dam-
aging and unproductive claim marking and location requirements could be replaced
with filings in the local land office, as is currently the practice under the leasing laws.
The existing annual work requirements could be increased slightly each year a claim is
held, and work performed in excess of the requirement for one year could be “banked””
and applied toward requirements in subsequent years. Payments could be allowed in
lieu of actual work. Failure to file proof of such work or make payment every year
would result in automatic cancellation of the claim. If it is desired to require payments
to the Federal Government for production of minerals under the Mining Law. then the
payments probably should be structured as a share of net profits (gross income less ex-
penses and a minimum return on investment) in order to avoid inefficiencies that may
result from other types of mineral value payment requirements. It should be noted,
however, that payments for mineral value are much less important, from the stand-
point of either efficiency or equity, than payments in lieu of work requirements or
payments for damage to nonmineral resources.

Similarly, maximum acreage limits could be eliminated from the leasing laws. An
escalating, payable, bankable work requirement could be introduced similar to the one
outlined above for the Mining Law and already in effect for oil shale and geothermal
steam leases. Gross royalties could be replaced by profit-share payments,

Minimum sizes could be specified for claims and leases, and overriding royalties
could be eliminated, severely limited, or required to be based on net profits rather than
on gross income.

Claims and leases could be terminated automatically after 15 to 20 years if devel-
opment had not yet been completed—that is, unless there were a well or mine pro-
ducing or capable of producing. The escalating, payable, bankable work requirement
could be replaced, after development had been completed, by a requirement of annual
commercial volume production, or payment of an advance royalty on such production
in lieu of actual production. The Secretary of the Interior could be authorized to sus-
pend any work or production requirement for good cause shown in a particular case,
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but might not be allowed to extend the 15- to 20-year period allowed for completion of
development.

These adjustments could greatly improve the efficiency of mineral activities. How-
ever, substantial problems would remain. For example, the work requirements,
although improved, would still be insufficient to ensure diligent mineral activity, and
tenure for exploration, development, and production, especially for the nonfuel miner-
als, would continue to be uncertain and insecure.

Option 3. Major Adjustments to the Existing Distinct Systems

Further adjustments, in addition to those outlined in the previous “moderate ad-
justments” option, would be necessary to provide for secure tenure and diligent activi-
ty under the mining and mineral leasing laws. These adjustments would eliminate or
revise major elements of each separate system. However, they would still not eliminate
the gaps and uncertainties created by the existence of a number of distinct systems.

Secure exploration rights could be created under the Mining Law by granting to
each claimant an exclusive right to explore, good against the Government as well as
against other explorers, for a 2-year period, perhaps renewable for an additional 2
years for good cause shown. In addition, the “discovery of a valuable mineral deposit”
test for acquiring and maintaining development and production tenure could be elim-
inated, Any explorer willing and able to begin substantial development activity upon
termination of the exploration period would automatically be granted tenure for devel-
opment and production. Alternatively, development and production tenure could be
granted initially along with the exploration tenure, subject to the condition that explo-
ration be completed within 2 (perhaps extendable to 4) years. Either way, the tenure
package would be subject to the work requirements and time limits on development,
and the produce-or-pay conditions on production, outlined above in the “moderate ad-
justments” option. Moreover, to prevent speculation in and tying up of mineral land,
the escalating annual work requirements would be applied to exploration as well as
development and increased to a level comparable to actual expenditures on good faith
exploration and development. (The annual work requirements could be either uniform
requirements revised periodically on the basis of reported expenditures on actual proj-
ects, or ad hoc negotiated requirements built into a “development contract.”)

Patents (ownership documents) would continue to be granted under the Mining
Law, but only after commencement of development. To prevent abuse of the liberalized
tenure provisions, a patent would grant ownership of the minerals only, not the sur-
face. Use of the surface, for mining-related purposes only, could be allowed upon pay-
ment of an appropriate rental. The mineral ownership would revert to the Government
if the annual work or production requirements were not satisfied or if the surface
were used for nonmineral purposes,

Similar adjustments could be made under the leasing laws, The “discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit” test for acquiring development and production tenure for
nonfuel minerals under the leasing laws could be replaced by automatic grants of such
tenure, as outlined immediately above for the Mining Law, and subject to the same



work requirements, time limits, and conditions. These work requirements, time limits,
and conditions could also replace similar but less effective provisions currently ap-
plicable to the tenure granted for exploration, development, and production of the fuel
minerals under the leasing laws. Again, the escalating work requirements would have
to be increased to a level comparable to actual expenditures on good faith exploration
and development in order to avoid speculation in and tying up of mineral land.

Finally, the distinction between known and unknown mineral areas could be elim-
inated from the leasing laws and avoided under the Mining Law, since (a) profit-share
mineral value payments should satisfy those who believe that the Government should
receive payment for its mineral resources, (b) the substantial escalating work require-
ments should deter speculation, and (c) the elimination or restriction of overriding
royalties should also deter speculation and minimize burdens on production resulting
from such speculation. Competitive bidding or a lottery are two options that could be
reserved for those situations where more than one person filed a claim or applied for a
lease for the same tract of land during, for example, any 10-day period.

As is discussed below and in section H of chapter 5. several of these major adjust-
ments would eliminate some of the strongest protections of nonmineral values that now
exist under the mining and mineral leasing laws (e. g., the “discovery of a valuable min-
eral deposit” test for acquiring development and production tenure under the mining
and mineral leasing laws and the ability to withdraw claimed land from continued ex-
ploration under the Mining Law). Therefore, it is doubtful that these adjustments could
be made without also making other changes to ensure proper balancing of mineral and
nonmineral resource values.

Option 4a. Replacement of the Existing Distinct Systems With
a Comprehensive System for All Minerals

If all the moderate and major adjustments listed above were made to the existing
distinct systems, the various systems would be practically identical in structure, re-
quirements, and effects, and there would be little reason for continuing the distinc-
tions among minerals and lands covered by the systems.

Thus, the confusion and costs involved in applying the lines that separate the sys-
tems, and the impediments to efficient multiple-mineral operations inherent in such
line-drawing, could be eliminated by combining all minerals and lands under one com-
prehensive system (either location, leasing, or some other system). A claim or lease
under this comprehensive system would grant exclusive rights for all minerals.

The major remaining obstacle to such a comprehensive system would be the
theoretical distinction between a miner’s absolute right of access under the Mining
Law and his access subject to the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior under the
leasing and sale laws. But the ‘*absolute” right of access under the Mining Law can be
and increasingly has been blocked or restricted through land withdrawals or through
delays or restrictions on rights-of-way or other land use permits. Withdrawals can
now be made at any point during exploration under the Mining Law, so that explora-
tion access and tenure are even more uncertain under the Mining Law than they are
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under the leasing and sale laws. One of the major adjustments to the Mining Law listed
above would provide for exploration tenure secure against such land withdrawals. But
it is doubtful that such an adjustment could be made without eliminating the absolute
right of access, unless better provisions for coordinating mineral and nonmineral ac-
tivities were also adopted. If such better provisions were available, they could be ap-
plied also to the leasing and sale laws
discretion over access under those laws.

In sum, the need (or lack of need)

in order to reduce the need for Secretarial

for Secretarial discretion over access is the
same under each of the adjusted distinct systems, and the resolution of the discretion
issue should be the same for each distinct system, or for any comprehensive system re-
placing the distinct systems. In other words, the discretion issue should not deter con-
sideration of adopting a comprehensive new system,

Option 4b. Partial Replacement of the Existing Distinct Systems With
a Comprehensive System for Nonfuel Minerals Only

For a number of reasons, it might be considered desirable to exclude the fuel min-
erals (except perhaps uranium) from a comprehensive system like the one described
above.

First, Congress has given considerable attention to the laws governing some of the
fuel minerals—oil, gas, geothermal steam, and coal. Congress might not want to alter
laws in which it had already invested so much effort, even though those laws contain
many defects in common with the systems governing nonfuel minerals. This is actually
an argument against making any adjustments at all to the fuel mineral leasing systems,
rather than an argument against including them, once adjusted, in a comprehensive
system.

Second, it would be difficult to define the Department of Energy’s proper role,
under its recently granted authority over some aspects of fuel mineral leasing, in a
comprehensive system that combined all minerals under each claim or lease. This diffi-
culty would be eliminated if, as is suggested (on other grounds) in one option in section
F of chapter 6, the Department of Energy’s authority over fuel mineral leasing were re-
vised or revoked.

Third, there are large, known, untapped resources of some fuel minerals—for ex-
ample, coal and oil shale. It has been argued that greater control should be exercised
over these fuel minerals in order to prevent premature or speculative leasing and un-
desirable cumulative damage to the physical and socioeconomic environments, But
such control would clearly be available under a comprehensive all-mineral system that
made access subject to the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. Even under a sys-
tem of nondiscretionary access, these concerns could be handled adequately by appro-
priate diligence, payment, nonmineral resource protection, and socioeconomic: impact
provisions in an all-mineral system.


